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r	 ABSTRACT
A lunar landing trajectory, landing module electronics
and radar doppler and altitude beams, and the associated
probable landing sites and along- the-trajectory lunar surface
were modeled for ultrasonic simulation. The model time was
selected to be the real time in this simulation and the model
doppler velocity and altitude beam widths were identical to
those of the landing module. This objective was achieved by
appropriate masking of the 1.0 megacycle
	
(corresponding to
10 GHZ radar frequencies) and 0.9 megacycle lead zirconate
V
	 piston transducers of 1.0 inch diameter.
The entire trajectory was divided into three sections:
A (altitude 25,000 - 17,950 feet); B (17,950 - 3,400 feet)
and C (3,400 to 200 feet) . The doppler distance and velocity
scale factors for •these sections were 300, 300, and 78; 6850,
6850 and 1080; and 6 x 10 3 , 6 x 10 3 , 1.56 x 10 3 , respectively.
At thirty points along the trajectory radar cG°oss-section, data
was taken. Dynamic data was also taken and tapes supplied to i
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. Statistical analysis of this
data was also carried out.	
I
Theoretical work was also performed and verified by,simu-
lation results in the area of LM radar return bias by lunar
surface andprobable errors in. the LM altitude as a function
of the lunar surface perturbations_.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A Lunar Module (LM) trajectory was supplied by NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center to the University of Houston, and
a number of probable LM landing sites were pre-selected
from Orbitor II data by NASA, MSC. The basic objective
was to simulate the probable lunar surface bias on the LM
radar signals so that the resulting data could be coordinated
with work performed by other NASA MSC contractors on LM
project.
The following is a list of major goals of this program:
1. Surface Models
2. LM Radar S imulat-on
3. LM Electronic System Simulation
4. Data Recording System
5. Trajectory Simulation
6. Lunar Surface Bias - RCS Cross-Section at Points 	 I
Along Trajectory7	 y
7. Dynamic Data
8. Theoretical Work
9. Analysis
rA	 Each of these objectives w me n^	 as	 t and is reported in detail_ in
the following chapters.
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NASA MSC supplied the parallel—to-serial converter as
well as the magnetic tape recorder. The delay in the formal
report was caused by various equipment failures not within
the control of either the University of Houston or NASA 'DISC
and its other contractors.
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CHAPTER II
SIMULATED LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS
2.1 Ultrasonic Simulation of Lunar Module Guidance and
Control Signals
The lunar surface features affect lunar module altimeter
and doppler velocity detector signals and it is desired to
simulate both the lunar surface effects and the landing tra-
jectory on a computer or in a laboratory. Various factors
such as long distances and very fast velocities in portions
of LM descent suggest ultrasonic simulation to be the only
realistic controlled laboratory method to study these effects.
In this work the said trajectory, the altitude and velocity
sensors and the signal waveforms and beam shapes, etc., were	 I
simulated using 1.0 and 0.9 megacycle source frequencies.
Lead zirconate cylindrical transducers were employed with
special lenses to appropriately shape their beams The lunar
surface was modeled using the latest NASA Surveyor, Ranger,
and Orbitor data obtained from high and low resolution cameras.
The simulated trajectory position can be located within plus-
minus one hundredth of an inch in x and y planes, the pitch
angle of the f-(:ansducer package is adjustable to within ±0.75 mm/,sec
over an integration period of 0.1 second,- and the altitude varia-
tions of the order of ±1.524 mm can be detected. The surface
features and their return have also been successfully simulated.
1A o
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2.1.1 Electronic System
The NASA radar LM system was modeled by an electronics
systems shown below, where the modeled radar beam wid'whs were
exactly the same as those of the LM doppler velocity and alti-
tude radar systems.
2.1.2 Doppler Velocity Channel
Each doppler velocity beam information is fed into the
counter every second at intervals of 1/3 second in acyclic
fashion, thus sampling all three doppler inputs.
A typical doppler velocity channel consists of 1 MHZ
crystal oscillator which feeds a power amplifier, a line driver
and subsequently the doppler transmit transducer. The doppler
receiving transducer signal is RF amplified and fed into the
line driver for input into the squaring amplifier and, level
converter for the counter. The RF amplifier output is also
available for the mixer, whose reference input consists of
signal from the l MHZ crystal oscillator for mixer output.
Furthermore, the RF amplifier output is passed through the log-
linear amplifier and detector and level converter for recording
of the signal envelope.
2.1.3 Altimeter Channel
A sawtooth generator is used to generate the LM sawtooth
in real time to drive the voltage controlled oscillator which
in turn feeds a line driver and a power amplifier (x-ducer driver)
5F"O	 c
i
for altimeter transmitter-transducer as well as the reference
signal to the mixer. The altimeter receiver transducer signal
at 0.9 mHz is amplified by RF amplifier and fed into line
driver and limited by a limiter and its output goes into the
mixer for generating the difference and sum. The mixer out-
put is filtered by low pass filter and converted to do level
corresponding to the input frequency and tape recorded.
2.1.4 Motor Controls
Both the x- and y-drive motor velocities are monitored
at their control tachomet°r readouts in volts and reduced in
level for do signal recording.
2.1.5 Position Controls
Both x- and y positions of the carriage are referenced
to a given point. For instance, the target face is located at
y = 25 7/16" and the effective (for us) target length is located
between x 25 1'and x = 150"
F,ach of the positions are monitored by shaft encoders
h	 t	 is digital form for tae recording and decimal ow ose ou put	 g	 p	 	 g	 1 f rrl
for display on nixie tubes is available in the control room.
The above is also true of zhe pitch angle of the trans-
ducer pachage.
2.1.6 Transducer Pa ckage (LM Radar)
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2.1.7 Signals Recorded
The final maximum output of this system consists of the
following signals:
1. Horizontal Velocity (dc or slowly varying dc)
2. Vertical Velocity (dc or slowly varying dc)
3. FM Alt. (dc or slowly varying dc)
4. Halt Over-ride - Digital
5. Gated Clock - Digital
6. Serial Output Digital Data Doppler 1, 2, 3, Horizontal
Position, Vertical Position (time multiplexed)
7. Envelope Doppler Channel 1
8. 10 KHZ Clock
9. Envelope Doppler Channel 2
10. Envelope Doppler Channel 3
11. Pitch Angle
2.2 Modification of Ultrasonic Beamwidths by Aperture Control
The narrow pencil beam of an ultrasonic transducer can be
shaped into a fan beam by appropriate masking of the transducer
aperture. The mask described herein was elliptical in shape
with semi-minor axis one half the semi-major axis. As expected,
the far field pattern parallel: to the semi-minor axis was found
to be approximately twice that parallel to the semi-major axis
j
4
M	 3
rr" '	 I
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Summary of Beam Width--LM and Simula•^ed
v
Doppler - Transmiter 	 30 37' x 8 0 04'
- Receiver	 70 39' x 12 0 15'
Altimeter - Transmiter 8° 8' x 40 4'
- Receiver 11° x 7° 10'
The far field patterns of various shapes of apertures have
been derived by many authors. Several methods of shaping beams
from such apertures, have . also been described. These include
lenses, reflectors, aperture control, preformed transducer ele-
ments and a combination of sources. The method of beam forming
discussed here is that of controlling the- ,aperture to shape the
beam as decided.
2.2.1 Theoretical Discussion
Consider an ellipse lying in the x-y plane as shown in
The chance in pressure at a point P due to an infinitesimal
21
area of the aperture is given by:
1	
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where
p	 Equilibrium pressure
k = Gave number
I;
u	 Particle velocity
c = Velocity of propagation
ds = Infinitesimal area of aperture
By methods of analytic geometry,
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2-5
2-6
2-7
a23
The integral in brackets becomes
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applies to an elliptical aperture with semi-minor axis one-
half the semi-major axis. The pattern parallel to the semi-
minor axis will then have a beamwidth U degrees while the
pattern parallel to the semi-major axis will be aC degrees
in width •
2.2.2 - Experimental Results
The experimental arrangement used is depicted in Fig. 2-15.
A.cousr`
-rK A K 5 M % TTiO R
Fig. 2=15
The apparatus consisted of a stationary transmitter with
masked aperture and a movable receiver. Receiver position
readout was provided by an indicator aryl whose motion across
a circular scale was synchronized with the receiver motion.
After the pattern in one plane was obtained, the mask on the
transmitter was rotated 90° for the pattern in the other plane.
The patterns for the two orientations of the mask are shown
in Figs. 2-16 and 2-17.
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2.2.3 Conclusions
The transducers used in this application were 1 MH z
Piezoelectric type. Without the mask, the beam was circular
with a beamwidth of 3.5°. Reference to the 3db points
on the curves of Figs .2-16 and 2-17indicate a width of approximately
8° parallel to the semi-minor axis and 4 o parallel to the semi.
major axis when the aperture is masked.. This is in very
close agreement to the theoretical conclusion in that if
vC= 3.5°, 2PC = 70 , whereas the experimental values are 40
°and 8.
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iCHAPTER III
SURFACE MODELS
w	 aCt	 a—,
A surface he.' 4`71± s (x,))may be considered a Spatial
random process, and its special inhomogeneous features
may be incorporated in the model in a manner similar to
that used for LM (Tong and Hayre, 1967). The .statistical
parameters of a surface can be modeled reasonably well by
assuming ^cx,^) to be the superposition of a random component
^(x) and one or more quasi,-periodic components I P^Cx,y) , in
keeping with the limitations of the validity of the Kirch-
hoff-Huygens integral.
The random. component &tx,)) is the height function rep-
resenting the general and relatively uniform roughness. It
has been shown (Hayre, 1961) that a large number of naturally
occurring rough surfaces may be said to have their heights
normally distributed above and below their zero mean value
and the probability density function of heights is given as
hl
26 j)	 3-1
^2i' (TL
where
h height, and
Q standard deviation of heights.
In order to obtain a complete description of a :rough surface,
the knowledge of the spatial height distance correlation
function is necessary as it, among other things indicates
PP• 11_	 t	 -
4
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whether the protrusions are crowded close together or are
widely separated. A widely used correlation function c(r)
is
1
Cr IL .Zxp ( _gl )
where
T = distance between two points on the reference plane,
and
g	 decorrelation distance, where c (-r) is equal to a- e-
A contour map study by Hayre and Moore (1961) showed
that an exponential form of the spatial correlation function
is often a realistic form for many surfaces as
3-3
The variance LT and the decorrelation distance 3 are the
intrinsic parameters of the surface. A description of sur-
face roughness described by a- and 8 (Hayre, 1962) is used
to depict various types of roughness in Figures 3-1a, 3-lb,
3-zGC z ^
and 3-1c.
The quasi-periodic component Xrk x,y) represent a special
surface feature.	 is assumed to be divided into intervals
o.f T, each interval containing one such special feature as
shown_ in Fig'. 3-2 . Since ;P (%,V' may not be located periodically
from one interval to the next, it is therefore a quasi-
periodic random process. The distance x from the reference
grgIII II I I I 1W 0	 lie
a.
30
x	 rJ"/ small
oU h	 ^^ct large
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Average Heightorzonta.l Distance	 ` x
Fig. 3-la. Relatively Smooth Surfaceg	 Y
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x
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w 
	
small
Average Height	 Horizo a Distance	 x
Fig ,
 3-lb. Very Rough Surface
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a^
x	 cT/^ large
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x
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Fig • 3-1c Rough Surface
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h
Fig. 3-2 Quasi-Periodic Surface
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point is defined as
X = ^ r + yi ) -r + X,	 3-4
E
The functions 5,(x ,) g and I (x,)) may be assumed to be
statistically independent in-some Cases. Whereas for other
rough terrains, a realistic description would require a
specification of cross correlation between 50,j) and 3P(x,^)
However, the added complication in the calculation of the
radar return may be difficult in such cases. This applica-
tion of such models of a few rough terrains occurring in
nature is discussed below.
A. Sandy Desert. The sandy desert surface roughness
depends, on the natural process such as wind and
rain. In general, a desert profile is mainly
shaped by wind which usually does not blow in cer-
tain preferred directions so that the surface
periodicity may not exactly apply in general and
the quasi-periodic surface may therefore be set
to zero. The surface function may then be represented
only by the random portion , which fox this type
of sandy desert is a large-scale-rough-feature havin g
r >> 1 and r >> 1 as shown in Figure 3-3
However, a directional wind may shape the sand hill.
into a quasi-periodic surface, thus the surface
function T is the combination of a random, component
	 +^
l
c	 a
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N and a periodic component ^ . The dimension of
a sand grain is usually small compared to the normal
radar wavelength (centimeters). Therefore, S and
T6 is very small, and the uniform random roughness
may be the ineffective surface feature insofar as
nonspecular radar return is concerned. Thus the
surface function has only the quasi-periodic compo-
nent as in Figure 4 and such a desert surface model
may be described by a sinusoid in one-dimension as
CX) =- h 5 n T X	 3-5
where h or T or both may be random with a certain
probability density function.
b. Hills. if the vertical and horizontal dimensions
of the hills are large compared to those of the
radar beam c ,..jss-section, and it essentially slopes
in one direction, the calculation of the surface
reflectivity may be approximated by a one-dimensional
surface representation. The surface	 is the combi-
nation of the uniform aeneral roughness, and the
I
a
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density function to the height h'as ,shown in
Fig. 3-3 whereas h and d are linearly related.
In case of low hilly terrains, where the radar
beam cross-section is large compared to the sizes
of the hills, the one-dimensional model is no
longer applicable, and a two-dimensional surface
description is necessary. The general random
component is the same in all cases, but the quasi-
periodic component 	 may be taken as an array of
cones. In a way similar to the lunar model with
its crater-array, the cones are assumed to occur
once in each sample interval and the axes of the
cones coincide with the centers of the intervals.
One particular cone is shown in Fig. 3 - 6 , where h
and d are related. The density distribution of d
may be ussumed to be of the one-sided gaussian form.
d	 ^-	 ,max p C	 )Q1	
U `^^,	
3--6
I
IE	 ^:
h = Surface Height
i
Reference Level
i	
-Horizontal Distance
h = Surface Height
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all cases. Its characteristics are the standard
deviation and the decorrelation distance B. The
periodic component, however, may have different
descriptions for various kinds of trees. The Arctic
forest may best be treated• as the superposition of
a random roughness and a triangular cone array,
while the tropical forest is the combination of a
random surface and a global array. In all assumptions',
the array parameters may be linearly related to one
random variable, which has a definite probability
distribution.
The superposition model of a random and a periodic
component seems to describe most rough surfaces for
the calculation of this radar reflectivity. The
random and the periodic component each has its own
flexible-but mutually independent probability den-
sities and this enables one to obtain a solution
which although complicated is still mathematically
39
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4"	 3.2 Ultrasonic Modeling of Lunar Approach of the Lunar
Excursion Module
This section covers the ultrasonic system modeling of
the LM system and the lunar surf=ace for three possible landing
areas, P-6, P-3 and P-11, selected from Orbitor II data, as
agreed to between NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center, and the
University of Houston.
3-.2.1 Modeling Factors for Ultrasonic Simulation of LM
Landing Trajectory
The modeling scheme presented in this section is based
on complex nonlinear ultrasonic scaling of radar system param-
eters. In short, this means distances, antenna velocities
and frequencies may be selected independently in accordance
with the size of the ultrasonic simulation facility, whereas
other parameters such as doppler frequency, wavelength, time
delay, etc., are then specified in terms of the previously
specified parameters.
The transducers to be used in the simulation are piezo-
electric type and are designed to operate around a center fre-
quency on 1 MHZ. The velocity beams of the LM radar operate
at 10.5 GHZ'. The ratio of radar frequency to the ultrasonic
"y	frequency of one megacycle/second gives the frequency scale
factor, f	 This and other factors are listed in Table 3-1.
x
In order to simualate the large lunar distances properly,	 j
two or ' three model surfaces are being prepared for each site 	 j
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SCALE PACTO USED IN LUNAR S MU ATIOV
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as discussed in the later sections. Each model surface will be
10-12 feet in length and 4 feet in width. Each model surface
represents the area traversed by radar beams during different
sections of the LM trajectory. One of the models represents
the lunar surface within half of the probability ellipse for
that site while the others will represent the lunar surface
along the approach to the ellipse. The probability ellipses
are 7.9 km along the EaLkt-West direction. Therefore, the dis-
tance scale factor r s , for this portion of the lunar surface
is the ratio of 7.9 km/2	 12,950 feet to 12 feet, listed in
Table 3-1.
When the LM is at an altitude of 25,000 feet above the
lunar surface, the distance to the landing site is 177,000 feet.
After scaling the portion of the surface within the landing
ellipse, there remains 164,050 feet of the total approach path.
This remaining distance is scaled to 24 feet which is equivalent
to two 12 foot models or one 12 foot model with double strip
each to be traversed in the two consecutive runs. The distance
scale factor along the approach is the ratio of 164,050 to 24.
This produces the scale factor rs2
In addition to the frequency and distance scale factors,
the scale factor for the velocity of propagation _0s is defined
Y	 as the ratio of the velocity of light in air to the velocity of
sound in water. Table 3-1 shoves this and all other scale factors
3	 used in this study.
ItI
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The primary consideration in selecting simulated antenna
velocities are the maximum and minimum velocities which may be
obtained by the primary (longitudinal) and secondary (cross)
carriages of the acoustic facility used to position the trans-
ducers with respect to the simulated lunar surface. Simulation
velocities are also limited by the size of the water tank. 	 ,
The velocity scale factors were so chosen as to limit
all simulated velocity variations to lie between the two extremes
dictated by such physical limitations. Bec4use three different
component surface models are expected to be used for each site,
three velocity scale factors, vs ,	 1.56 x 103 fyNr the simulated
7
ellipse area, V = 6 x 10 3 for velocities at upper altitudes of
the approach as shown in Table 3-1.
These scale factors and the coordinate system shown in
the diagram below were used to scale different LM radar parameters
such as distance, velocity, acceleration and (approximate) time
measured from the starting point used as a reference are given in
Table 3-2. All unprimed parameters correspond to the landing radar
while the primed ones indicate the scaled parameters
Diagram of coordinates for parameters in Table 3-2.
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vertical amponerit s of ve locsi ty, then
3 as riv, - r2V ,Y
v, -	 + r V;
where he {'!^ are constants for a given pitch angle.	 The
doppler frequencies alone 4 he beasts am related to these
"lociti^s by
fD	 %=	 [r'3VX + /4V ;1
r
S3_ '	 r Erivx, -- 5Y+
Preliminary calculations indicate these frequencie-8 will
lie bet seen 0 and 150 sS for all points along the simulated
trajectory*
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3.2.2 Lunar Surface Modeling
The LM radar beam covers a distance of 177,000 feet on
the lunar surface during its final journey. It approaches from
the,east and is expected to land on a pre-selected probability
ellipse with major and minor axes of 7.9 arfd 5.3 km respectively,
as shown below:
0
7.9 K14
—-
Landing } 5.3 KM
	 Out extremeties of landing zoneEllips  4	 depending on the time of landing
177,000
wn. v.i.a Ewa o. •	 x	 ^	 F
	 %se.ayi+isy!.	
^ISZ^F"4^>,►^N Yw1'k
 sM:.►.^rvct
f	 #.
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Th%- lunar surface roughness is assumed to be composed of
a randm cmponent
	 and a more or lees reeurrezu component
Random rhne s s	 s
R	 0
The cri -e-rion for roughness for ver ti Y in idence is
— -	 .125 for vertical inciience	 [Havre 3962
The rec=rsnt component of surface roughness 440 in made up of
craters , crater rims, and dills as shown below by one typical
segment 0 1AF it
Crater
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Site II P-8
Sun elevation: 27.80
N
ar
Scale: 1080:1
KM) x 
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Depth	 Diameter Mean h' h2 Number Area Area
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Sun Elevation 280
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I
study of the elliptical landing zone and! 16 a
moduli-.g ttgjg^ :sits that Sites P I1-6 and P rI-D a roach
areas be modeled on separate, portions on the aame 4' x 12.1
frame without their .respective features overlapping throughout
the entire radar beam coverage.
7.30	 2.16"
P 11-1
P 11-1
a
l	 2.4"
The significant hazards within the of iptival sites will
be modeled using linear scale factor techniques Whereas the
other caller crat. "ra with their wise and location randonly
distributed over the entire model plena will be modeled with
similar _distribution of protuberances fn a random fashion.
3.2 .3 Approachiinq Radar Track
The approach zones which extend approximate, y 164o,050 foot
are simulated by two aections, each 92,025 fact in length, and
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study of the med i tam re eol oti o0
si L,08 tndiceu a th&t sit" P
should be modeled on the sae pe plane. Brows
the 6e0tions A and 8 of those two sitea are
by ccatsre while site a I1-11 is billy. Th
has to be modeled sep"ataly.
pictures nt the
11-6 abd P T:--8
ths roughness of
6^3ttod sections
e.Lefore site P 11-11
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B Section of P II-11
4
i
9 i to P II-11  Hazards
Depth Diameter h, h2
A.	 47a 128a 42.5m 4.2S
.21" 331!' .24" .024'
B.	 49s 134= Or 4.5.
.28" .77" .26" .026"
C.	 69s. less 62.5w 6.25a
.385' 1,070 f356• .0367
D.	 79a 213a 71w 7 . lA
.45 10 1.22' .40 . •4'
E .	 94! 2540 85a S. U
.54" 1.47' .49' .!S'
F.	 1330 36 Oa 120a 12a
.76" 2.06' .690 .07p1
Scale 6950:1
. 4 8 f t ,*Km
.057 in/l0a
Hi lls
G. 261m 1.5"
A. 286m 1.64"
I• 32Dm 1.83"
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F.
	 SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
Depth
	 Diameter	 hl	 h ,2	 Number
2 4m	 65.5s
	 21.7m
	
2.17m
.	 1
.87"	 2.18"	 .73"	 .073"
74m
	 200m
	
67m	 6.7m
1.
2.68"	 7.3"
	
1.43"
	 .243"
CT BER CRA'T'ERS
it
r
r ^=
b
s	 y
flie
	 r Mean hl	 - h2 Number Area % Area..
11.4m --	 22.8m 17 ,, lm 5345 1.23K2m2 3.75%
. 41 "_.x..., . 825" .'6 2 " .12"---.v.275" . 012 "--± 0 2 7 5"
22.8m - .'►34.2m 28 . 5m 289 -2K2m2 .6%
.825"--J+1.24" 1.03" .275 t.x,.41" .027$'---x.041'
-:34.12m---+45.6m 39.9m 92 .115K2m2 .35%
1.2 4 "--+1.66" 1.45" .41s---+.55" .041".055"
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The following is a complete summary of sites and
their major characteristics and scale factors, etc.
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3.3 The Worst Case Lunar Surface Model
w
The lunar surface features are known to be of many
different geometrical shapes, such as:
a) Rills (valley)	
.0
b) Ridges
c) Hills
d) Craters
e) Boulders
f) Ridge intersecting craters
g) Multiple craters, and
h) Boulders or rocks inside craters
It is therefore desirable to design a surface model
consisting of all the above mentioned elements in such an
arrangement as to bias the altimeter radar signal in the
worst possible way. Such a model shall be constructed for
ultrasonic simulation of the landing module radar signal
return.
The reflection data obtained from this mode of very
rough surface will be compared with that obtained from the
landing-site models in order to check the validity of the
existing LM landing radar simulation system now under progress.
Furthermore, a set of scattering patterns for a range
of incident angles shall be obtained for correlation analysis
in order to establish a criteria to indicate the presence
of certain rough features.
4
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A sketch of a possible worst case lunar surface model
is shown in Fig 3-17where the most significant features are
the rill and ridge which run side by side. This arrangement
shall be used to examine how the altimeter radar signal would
be backscattered from such widely different variety of re-
flectors and their inter-structures as the corner reflector
formed by the intersection of the rill and the ridge.
The biasing of the altimeter radar signal depends on
the surface roughness, the radar altimeter antenna orienta-
tion and the range from the lunar surface. Fig3-18shows
the radar beam coverage of the lunar surface as the vehicle
is descending along the trajectory in the form of the areas
covered by the radar beam in one averaging period which
covers 30 frequency modulating cycles. This information is
necessary in order to determine the importance of the hazardous
features existing along the landing approach of the landing
module trajectory.
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CHAPTER IV
RADAR RETURN FROM LUNAR SURFACE
4.1 Radar Reflectivity Model for LM
Previously, lunar surface models have consisted of randomly
varying surface heights and isotropic surface height distance
correlation functions or some slope distribution with isotropic
property of sectional correlation functions, and finally a
superposition of various types of surfaces such as, for example,
small and large scale. These models do not seem to represent
the craters which are superimposed over the random height varia-
tions. It is this aspect of rimmed craters superimposed on the>
two-dimensional distribution of surface height with each com-
ponent surface having its own statistical parameters and yet
being statistically independent of each other which is used to
calculate the monostatic radar return for LM system at various
angles of incidence. The unique features of this surface model
are that a random variation of the period between the rimmed
craters allows their realistic spatial distribution as well as
size distribution which has been found to be exponential from
Oribtor I and II photographic data of medium and fine resolutions.
For near vertical incidence the return power is calculated using
scalar Helmholtz integral and then reduced to a few special
cases such as when the randomly varying main crater diameter
tends to zero and the random period or distance between crater
F,.
rI
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I
r
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centers to infinity. The results seem to indicate that this
I
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model may be used to generate almost all types of randomly
rough surfaces.
4.2 Lunar Landing Module Reflectivity Model
Previous lunar surface models consisted of randomly vary-
ing surface heights with isotropic surface height spatial
correlation functions or sectional correlation functions or
some other surface slope distribution. Furthermore, a super-
position of various types of surfaces such as small and large
scale roughness were also employed. These models do not seem
to represent explicitly the lunar craters which are superimposed
on the random height variations. It is this aspect of rimmed
craters superimposed on a two-dimensional distribution of sur-
face heights with each component surface being a random variable
but statistically independent of each other that is used to cal-
culate the monostatic radar return for the Lunar Landina nodule
guidance and control radars at various angles of incidence. The
unique feature of this surface model is that a random variation
of the spacing bt;:tween the rimmed craters allows a realistic
spatial distribution as well as size distribution which has been
found to be exponential from Orbitor I and II photographic
data of medium and fine resolutions. The near-vertical incidence
radar return power is calculated using a scalar Helmholtz integral
and the results are then reduced to a few special cases such as
one generated -4;, n the randomly varying main crater diameter
tends to zero and the random period or distance between crater
tends to infinity. The results seem to indicate that this
model may be used to generate a wide variety of randomly rough
surfaces for a calculation of their radar return.
4.1.1 Summary
An electromagnetic wavefront incident on an obstacle
in%luc.es a charge thereon which causes each point on its sur-
face to radiate secondary waves in all direction:,. Each
poi.nc acts as a Huy,7ens source and this phenomen.i is termed
scatterin g , and phy-;:,-•al optic techniques may be used in
order to analyze the scattering. The re- radiation fro ►n a
surface illuminated by an electromagnetic wavefroat do-pend3
on such surface properties as its permittivity, porm;!a:)ility
a:)(i conductivity. In theory, a complete kr.owlec',ye of the
surface parameters and its roughness would yield ii-s soatter-
ing p,ittern for a given source of the iv -ident enorgy, althou(lh
the (.-,,lt:ulat ion -)rocedure is very compl i , -ated in the case of
a r..trcjomly rou(;h !Q :jrface-. Therefore, corf ain a ,.-iumj)tions
given below must be made to simplify the -, .ather, ati cal mani p-
iilation and to ensure the validity of thr resulting solution.
a) The iocIdent wave is monochromat is
1)) The polari zati.on of the incident w-ive is linear
72
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c)	 The ci i sr -- ice h.^o:wnen the solirc4 .0 d the raft- p ct ing
^.^	 is ` arc;e ef-mp.ired to toe	 trra%:(- 1imvn-;'
"-) :: t ► ,^ f '	 1 iv. ► front T.ay be treated as a Plano
effect, j't,tdowiny , ap -1 to l t .i p l u. -,c attar. ing
v r,i assumed negligible .
In spite of these restrictions and assumptions, a
complete solution of the problem of scattering has not been
found as yet although considerable work has been done in
the area by physicists and engineers for the last twenty-
to
	 years.
Theoretically, a terrain may be thought of as a ran-
domly spaced array of scatterers which yield a certain radarIt
scattering pattern, and conversely, knowing the scattering
pattern, an unknown terrain may be specified. This tech-
nique of surface roughness detection by employing radar
backscattering cross-section has attractN.1 considerable
interest in recent years.
The terrain illuminated by a radar is quite often ra n-
dumly rough, therefore it is necessary to use probability
tcchniqu(.s in its description; consequentlyt the radar re-
turn obfainv^d from it is also described statistically. The
present investi^jation of the lunar surface radar return
assumes that it is a perfectly conducting skirfacea at high
i
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x,-,giiencies. the Fresnel reflection coefficient for hori-
zontal L .-o1,ot°tzed ,)lane wave is
G0S )
	 Y s - 5tn` V^
G 05 0 + Yz So h'
;.where ^ is the 1, ca , i . jle of incidence and
Y - J 	 (4-2)+ ---
s
as shown in Fig-4 -1, where various terms are defined. For
a perfectly conducting surface, a and Y are infinite and
rR =	 • (4-3)
The early lunar models were based on the earth-based
lunar radar echoes, and some investigators such as Senior
and Siegel (1959) regarded the moon as a quasi--smooth
scatterer. A hypothetical surface model consisting of
corner reflectors; cone-like projections of small included
angle, and flat areas, was also used by them to calculate
the radar scattering cross-section, employing an approxi -
mate theoretical form of the power reflection coefficient.
Katz and Spetner (1960) presented two statistical
models of rough surfaces, namely the Specular-Point and
Random-Scatterer model. In the Specul.ar- ;Point model, the
rough surface was assumed to be a perfect conductor and
the surface height function was assumed to be not only con -
tinuous but also to have continuous derivatives with gaussian
I7' 5
surface was supposed to be 2redominantly contributed.by
large facets oriented perpendicular to Lht- incident radia-
tion, and remaining contributions coming from small isotropic
scatterers.
In the Random-Scatterer model, tho F1 adar return eras
assumed to be generated mainly by a larto4 number of
statistically independent and incoherent scatterers, such
as a random array of corner reflectors, distributed udon
a non-reflecting plane surface.
Brown (1960) assumed the lunar radar echo to be made
up of specular and Lambert scatter components. And the
lunar surface was interpreted to be :Wade up of two parts,
one consisting of a statistical array of mirror-like reflec-
tors having exponential probability density function and
cussing-the specular return component and the random rough-
ness contributing to the Lambert scatter Component of the
`
	
return  power.
Hayre (1962) used a lunar model which consists of
ran0o:ily varying surface heights (gaussian density function),
surface slope distribution and the heic3ttt-distance auto
covariance function which were calculaLed for various
terrains These statistical functions are considered to
describe a rough surface- sufficiently well Later in 1965,
Hayre, based on the above statistical parimetecs, suggested
a c.cmposite roughness to describe the lunar surface. The
Ir
^z
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a
F, 4a.c
Lm inductive loss coefficient
negligible in general
Fig. 4-1. The Local Scattering Geometry.
i(n s the local normal. 	 is
the local angle of incidence and
9, i_s thy► overall ang le of incidence
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supr-c E-,si.t.ion
	 1. considers a slowly v:+- y;ny lane-scale
rou,lh.,	 and a -	 011y varyin(, smal 1- sco I 	 roughness within
the 1 :., p its of tho - - lid c-y of the Kirchhoff intr ,yr,+l approach,
and it is assum , ,1	 -t r -ey are correlatt • :i (Fi(j . 4 -2) .	 The
interdependency  () f' •	 t. ) c . )ucjh profiles  s­,;ns to represent
r	
+ •^ irotlo t	 i •1	 4	 Is'
	
r, s 1 i st is m -nc	 r.
A review of the lunar models of the past indicates
that they were good estimates of the lunar surface rough-
ness, as interpreted from the earth-based radar lunar
echoes. However., those cannot represent such lunar surface
features as craters and their rims for the Lt1 raclar reflec-
tivity calculations.
The recl-iire.iv.it .:f a high degree of accuracy in cal-
culation of radar ignal degradation by the lunar surface
init iattA the formulation of a new l+:nar model, which is
discussed later. The flexibility and goiteral nature of
the model components and their statistic it parameters
suggested the use of the same approach for a +lesc.ription
of Many other rough features. Finally, c inathein,lt;ical
solution for the average radar return p( wer including the
lunar surface effects is presented.
4
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4.2.2 Lunar Surface Modeling
The Apollo guidance and control signals during landing
are primarily conditioned by the lunar surface roughness.
An accurate analysis of lunar surface roughness in the 'radar-
echo study providew the means to predict the effects of Lhe
former on the guidance and control commands which are generated
by a computer on board the module after processing the radar
return signals from the velocity and altimeter radars. The
lvinar surface roughness is expected to bias the lunar larding
module (Lip!) radar signals used for guidance and control during
.iLs landing. It is this aspect of lunar radar echo-degrcidat.ion
of I,M velocity and altimeter beams which is discussed in this
paper.
Although the early scientific efforts had provided
valuable information on surface roughness of the moon, the
application of their data was limited for various reasons
i-nclud rig the lack of .full scale verification. Even the
A
r<.2ce.ntly acquired earth-based radar information about the
lunar surface was not sufficiently de. ailed, partly due to
the 1. -brati °on of the moon and partly due to the fading
caused by the inhomogeneous ionospheric medium.
The ava.ilabil_iLy of a 'high-energy soars-a for a high-
;
` -equency nadar 'w as ' 1n itself a problem.' Cnns.^quently, radar
k
I
observations could not supply reliable evidence on the nature
It	 of the lunar surface structures of the order of a meter or
smaller in dimensions. For example, according to Hayre's
criterion (1961), a random rough surface is considered
smooth for vertical incidence if
Cr
	 12	 (4-4)
where
o* is the 3Landard deviation of the surface undulation
in meters, and
X is the incident wavelength in meters.
if >_ is 4 meters, a surface with a standard deviation of
0.3 meters is considered smooth. As a result, only the large
scale roughness features could be obtained from tho lunar
radar echoes.
In 1961, Hayre and Moore conducted a laboratory experi-
ment and acoustically simulated the lunar echoes. Nonlinear
acoustic modeling techniques were used *o model the lunar
surface on a set of scaled down aluminum, spheres. The
.o istic return data was used to formulate a statistical
model composed of a large-scale roughne ,;s ..rnd small-;scale
roughi ess, with t:l ( r_ reasonably complet( "^  statistical descrip-
tion includinq cn; q s- (-_c r-relation between these two components.
The general Ki.r_chliof f's solution with its usual assumptions
was used in their r.hcnr-e ►.ical model to obtatn a mathematically
I
I4/ ^
manageable expression for radar cross-section. however,,
their model was not designed to describe such irregular and
nonuniform surface features as lunar ridges in general, and
craters and rims in particular.
Some other attempts have been made to model the lunar
backscatter cross-section (Hayre, 1962, Muehlman, 1966).
Mue.hlman based his results on two point radar data from
Surveyor I. The simplified radar scattering cross-section
eyuat . .ion includes weighted statistical parameters of the
lunar surface such as standard deviation, the decorrelation
constant and incident angle. Recent U. S. Ranger, Surveyors,
and Orbiter I and II photographs of the surface of the moon
show it to contain nonuniform roughness with its statistics
varying from region to region Thus, these previous models
do not suffice for this study of degradation of radar signals
for guidance systems of Apollo landing.
With 't-he advent of the successive Crbiter missions, more
detailed lunar surface photographs have now been obtained.
Information extracted from the Orbiter photographs and their
mosaic overlays is believed to be sufficiently complete to
establish a set of roughness parameters corresponding to
each pzrL-ic:ular lunar site. These parameters are the large
w	 scale and small-scale random roughness, crater-sire probability
distribution with _ intf r--rolationship among the crater dimensions,
1
a
I
:t
Isuch as the diameter, depth and rim height and rim base
width. Mosaic surface data from a number of preselected
LM landing sites have been carefully analyzed and their
roughness parameters seem to be statistically independent
from one site to the next. Therefore, a surface model
composed of uncorrelat_ed random and periodic structure with
random or fixed parameters is formulated.
The present model is i superposition of a gaussian
random rough surface, and a periodic * crater outline surface
which can be made random as well. The . random surface 5R(x1y)
is assumed to have a mean value of zero and variance of (r
as shown in Fig. 4-3. Its autocorrelation function is a
assiumed to be exp a (fiayre, 1951) where 'r is th e distance
between two points measured on the X- Y p lane, and B is the
decoL:re at:ion distance. The periodic surface I  (x,y) is
defir.ed differently over three zones within a typical interval,
	
1
as shown in Fig. 4-4 and 4-5.
1
i
T.n Zone I
X • y)	 0
	
r	
X'+^' > c._
	
(.4 -5)
In ?one II
p 
(x ,	 1^''	 d,^	 Ali
Tn Zone 111	 .^Or ^, < X + ^s < d:	 (4-.6) i
L	 1fix,
	
CoS x--} - 	x` f- '
P	 ?^	
(4R7)
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Fig. 4 - 4. A Periodic Surfilcc• Cor,ilx-ment•
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The component I represents the general small-scale or
large-scale roughness, while the component i p may be designed
to represent craters, boulders, and hills. An appropriate
selection of the variables dl , d2 , hl , and h 2 , and the com-
bination of I  and';p may be devised to fit the description
of most types of lunar surface features. For instance, by
varying °ifs and 8,/,r, , R may be varied from smooth to a very
rough surface.
If hl and h 2 approach zero, the surface 
_
9p becomes
mirror-like. Similarly, a suitable choice of hl , h2 , dl,
and d2 may be made to represent most surface rills and pro-
trusions. The flexibility of this particular model in terms
of functions lR and I  renders a manipulable means for
mathematical calculatLon of radar return signals.
The quasi-periodic component, may assume any geometrical
function which is most appropriate for the terrain description
in keeping with the assumption of neglirjible shadowing and
multiple reflections, etc. A careful arialysis of the Orbiters'
high resolution photographic mosaics in.licates that the sinu-
soidal. st rface function very nearly matches the description
of the 11.inar surface. The sinusoidal function is superior
geometrically and flexible mathematically. For example, the
function
Z,	 n n-x--(..A)_Y
	
( 4 -8)
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where
F
h the surface height, and
T = the surface period
may be assigned any value for h and T or a mode random to
generate a realistic surface. Furthermore, h and T may
either be made dependent on each other or stati5ticall.y
independent. In the race of the lunar crater, it is found
that the :rim height, rim base width, and crater depth are
all almost linearly related to the crater diameter on the
average, such as;
D/^o G^ < D/3	 1tz	 •1 ki
a, ". •5D z 	 ,55 D.	 (4-9)
Thus, the crater diameter is the only random variable for
the quasi-periodic surface component, such that f ven a
crater diameter_- the quasi-periodic surface is completely
specified.
The scalar Helmholtz integral is Wised to calculate: the
LM radar return power since R and P describe a complete
set of statistics for this lunar -module landing zone. Radar
signal degradation is computed for each sec tion along each
	 II'
of tho landing approaches. This surface muideling is primarily
	 1
liMAted by the resolution in interpreting the Orbiter and
Surveyor lunar photographs
The Surface modgal ye p
 erated by supurpo ition of 'R and
P is a posteriori s t.ipuL ti.on based on U -te Surveyor and
OWN	 MOM
	
mom
x }
Orbiter pictures; nevertheless, its statistical generality
permits a very realistic surface representation and the
prediction of radar return Erom it. Further research on
the model is expected-to yield more information on the
scattering phenomena, such as secondary scattering and
point- target diffraction.
4.2.3 Radar Return from the mane-Dimensional New Lunar. Surface
Model
A knowledge of radar doppler and velocity signal
degradation is necessary for appropriate guidance and
control of LM landing used in the Apollo program. A study
of .several possible landing sites shows that the distribu-
tion and size of craters and boulders are random:, and the
probability distribution of their sizes appears to be ex-
ponential in shape-as shown in Fig. 4-6 A set of close-up
pictures of the Lunar surface taken by Russian Lunar 9 and
American Surveyors and orbiters I and II -indicate that its
g	 jlocal surface undulations are very rough in terms of the
wavelength ( X = 3 cm) of the incident signal in the case
I
of LM radars.
A surface roughness function denoting heights above
and below the mean level can be describ-ad as the su er osi-F p
tien of a number of rough surfaces such,as
too
I
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Thu L_nd i nq sites on the lunar surface may be moleled by
s n,c h a superpos i t ion of a random roudhnf-1 3 and a qua:. i-
periodic surface in in nttrval T as a zej o-th order iwdel
as shown in Fi q . 4-3 ir,ki Fig. 4-5 where 'j,, is ran(!.oin gauss ian
component with	 .- - ► o i % -ia i -id IF period ic with an exponenti•il
probability density D of the crater diameter at the average
elevation of the crater. The dimensions d l , d 2 , h l , and h2
are all furictions of D, and T is fixed in order to maintain
the identiyf of	 and	 because if T was randomly vary-
ing
	
would tend to becomeP
As a first order approximation, the surface is assumed
invariant alone t ► ► e y-axis, and the radar return powt . r (-:an
be calculated fLOM thi.% one-dimensiori.il mode of the lunar
It
surface. The general Kirchhoff intagral is applied under
the following assumptions:
a) The radar beam cross-section ha , dimensions large
as compared to T.
h) The radius of curvature of the rardom rough -;urfac:e
is much greater than the wavel•-nyth of the incident
radiation.
The incident- radiation is a h- ci rritally polarized
plane wave.
116
	 1) Shadowing, multiple scatterinj ad depolarization
eff_Qct: is neglected.
'	 e)	 ^% and	 . are statistically i ► .ie;.endent.
i
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L
E L 4 ©	 _	
=-F	 ixr	 T) d x	 (4-11)(	 .l	 2L
who re
F 2 (H 1 ; A 2 ) is he re , lected field fi . -)m the surface.
t! 1
 and 6 2 are angles of incident and reflection as
measured from the outward surface normal.
E 20 is the field reflected in the direction of specular
reflection (0 2 a e l ) by a smooth, perfectly conduct-
ing plane ci the same dimensions under the same angle
of incidence at the same distance.
F - sec 0 1 
1- t- co s ( 0 1 t- 0 2)
•	 cos 0 l ♦ cos 02
4I, 2
 is taken as a sampling area
v = ^1 - k2
v  == k (sin a 1 - sin 02)
v 
	 -k (cos O 1 + cos 02)
xa x + (F R + F.
	 az
E R and E  are functions of x deaoticig the height of the
rctiyh surface.
The scat ter i ng geometry is shown in F ).q. 4-7 where
0 2	 -01 and F ;: 1/cos t 01.
The calculation of the monostatic icev.tered field with
L - nT f.ram F•q • (4-11) is
90
E l (o, 1	 = E3'-F-	 5^, 	 AxP [ k v. x } L VV(	 ^; ^ )^^	 (4-12)
,2	 x= -h
rT	
L
in - 1
(4-13)
'the generalized grating equation is
T yr	 (4-14)
2 Tr
where P l s any real nu.iber satisfying the above grating
equation for a given d l and B 2 . The substitution of P in
Eq. (4-13) yields:
T F 	 + ^ V^ C ;K ^' TP  ^^t (4-15)
-L2
n-^
W	 2n ;E	 ^X p ^i 2 r ^+)	 (4-16)
A.= - n	 I
The average return power is
T
1 1
*	 ^ Wll ELF; 
T IL
where
lei = ^R CXa1
.	 - 
3Y ^'^,	 3Pz - 3p (x.) (4-18)
or	 s
*	 ^^!'o^L.	 "Rx ^l y
,(XI --Xis+^v^c^
'	 ; 3
i	 < QXP ^LV& 	^R^^ ^^ c^X^Xj^	 (4-19)
Thci avc , .age is taken ever the statistic - 11 i independent
random variables ;^ .• ► ,l
-^—
	 --	 --- -
RUN
Now
b as
p
	
stx F [ C Vt ^ Tic, - # tz) I d x, C1 L	 (4-20)
where
Z R Qi--	 -slxp - p
I
 ? ? i X, )G._ i L-1
	
(4-21)
	
j
,- c	 i	 o Q1 c) J
I • he characteristi(, function evaul_ated from Eq. (4-20) using
Sq. (4-21) is (Middleton, 1960):
14 	 4L
AL an
ex^ -- ( c7 Vt) rn o ant
	
tx^ C
	 8 —^	 (4-22)
A transformation of x  and x 2 into x 2 and T yields
	
}(, X^ --4 X L	 'i	 (4-23)
d xi pax 1 	 ITI a X , A -r	 (4-24)
1S1	 ==	 ( 4 -25)
N substitute of the Jacobian in the avev ago! Mower Eq. (4 - 19)
yields	 _ ,	 a, (^)zM
\	 > _	 s	 .wZs m^
I
J
T
-1 -xS
	 16
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I,
	 The	 limits make it nPCessary to integrate over	 Y before
inte(jr.iting over	 X 2 . However, by assuming that B<4 -T-
and that the integrat of	 Ir has value only at very small
value of	 c , it would noL be erroneous to extend (lie limits
to infinity inst earl of f com	 - 2 - X 2 to ;Z - X 2 ,	 since
	
_ x	 ao1
l
_^ t^-) d	
-^ ^ ,^ d2
	
(4-27)
	
-? r x j	 o.
Since the limits of integration on Z' are approximated to be
ininus infinity to plus infinity, taking into account the
•
divergent term representing the average return power as
shown below:
I
E. E *	 _-	 ^t^ < ^^	 t- 9 E t	 (4-28)
After si:: ►plifying, Eq. ( 4 - 1 -) becomes
k =.	 w 1
T.
L
^XP 
[^V= x
	^t'J<< ^'k + YP )]dx	 (4-29)
-.L
..he average of which is
-Lz
"r	 X> 4-30
z
The chacactt i s t is	 f-.a ,ction is calculate. i	 to be	 (MiddleLon,
1960)
^x F )
I
-0.xp 	 (4-31)
1
A
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and
E ^ - C w E ms. F +ix -i CQ^ )i (1	
T-) J a '` ('v, 	 CA	 (4 -32)i	 P
I	 ♦ l i	 + 1 3 	 (4-33)
wi th
-j,	 M
1^ = 1 AxP ^^^,x) d x
	
_T	 r
	
L	 ^L
s,rl vx i - s,r VK dIL
VxA	 (4-34)
	
4o
	
^ `X
 4)
	
da
r	 J	 r	 ^ J^x
_	 /^	 I
• Q - e t ^ • ^ -- ^ 11
-^^.^ e
	 c,CV~t	 ^1J	 (4-35)r__ro r	 x, )
Let I
d,
w
^^	 +S	 ^	 )CIO
_	
/z
ouust-Luting Hq. (4-34), (4-35), and (4-36) into Eq. (4-32)
ona obtains
 
V, 	 51"`1K^z
P	 /z
3
(4-36)
IT-
i.
.1 -C6	 (4-37)
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./(4-37)	 one
JriV d,
	 A.
_ e	 e (" +
Taking the conjugate of Eq.
L Ea * > " <  
	 -
=r
.^0
r:. m
obtains
J, i - s	 J.. dT_
A l	 n
- e- e r e. l
f, + I
-7A )	 J
t Z i T x+11a _S ,
^ (-Vx - f^ j,g 1 d.{	 kl	
vCO- ` r ^-	 /3	 (4-38)i	 Z	 P
'The second term in Eq. (4-2 8)
 is now calculated to be as
D ^ a _ <
	 f e"P
4xAr [LVt C 3r^ — Tr. )	 c^ X,c^^ 3^	 (4-39)
with	 -	 I
Q XIL
Since SF and 3^,i are the only fun( • tions in the integrand
containing x 2l it may be cv:.Natcid s epar...%tely.
Le t 	 -L	 Z	 ('	 x E va	 1)	 s
J
_7
2.
3 + I + 1 	 (4-41)
-^a
	
s
7 , — 1	 ^,	 t I	 dXa	 (4-42)
A +^
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I _ ( Jzxr ^^^^^^ s,^ R ^_T
	
-
_x,-1,^ - S	 ncx, d,)3	 l	 -A,	 d_	 1 d X1
d,
1
+axp[^Nt ^, {S^n	 -S^^	 ^	 c^Xt	 (4-43)I	l`	 J L - A t	 ^..---^d..
_L	 CO5Jz^^,	 Yi(4-44)    
4	
IA.
Further integratir)n yields :
1-1	 T — 2 4 L ,	 (4-45)
d
o
m	
/ 
F
	 J-.
	
,1
J.	 — 2 ( d IL - at) L	 `L ) 4-t\ ^11) J \r V 2:i	 P:	 1_ 	
^	 _ S' ^ ^ CPt^)	 Cos r ^"^,	 ^.N v	(4-46)
Cb m
s 3 _ 2 ^, ^_ 5 c^^
	 Tf C vak,)
MAD Is-"
	
IL ^f ^yl
	
(	 1^1 ► 	 (4-47)
2
I	
ae 
Q- x r E
- co
/	 C
T, * I^ ♦ I ► 	 (4-48)
t1 vi 1 TH	 i	 au ^x
	JLX C` w+g
	
T ^' d l	 TI,	 P 	 r
00
^t^
.^ z (^" - 2 d^)	 max ` C- _
e cos vx Y d',
0
Z CT - 2	 (4-49)z
( e )i ,- vX
0o co	 3' (^J2 1,^) f C - lit h.)
CLrt ^
	
P
^•b
o
p t_	
M
Soh	
^_1 ♦ u,	 76 ..	 -
fr
rh
8 _
+	 , r.+ ,.	 11ND	 (4-50)
^ g ) + Cvx -
'^	 {
f
_	
' : -4vo 
av
yet 4 ♦>>-; cos ^Vx ♦;) ;-d^-
a	 0
Alw	 ^Momr .,,,,
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{. 	 ^= •90
j-t ; It %%, ) 73 ( \1 e. )
-CO0
r M	
`^A d, 2
f. _. ^• .
TIC - 14	 T^cvt^,,^
9;
[	 34- .^ * 4r t	 (4-51)
4	 ^^	 2A,) .
The variance of the return signal. is,
^ F3
00 CO
^ = -0
	
-to
	
b
S `" C ? 	 -	 -- --`^—
5 h	 C^ + ^)	 - —	 l	 (4 - 52)
The ccmplote solution for the avoiLac) .
 I radar return is
the DC term, which is the product of r.q . (4-3 7 ) and (4-38)
plu.,: t!re variance of Eq. (4-52)
In LhP. ahsencu of craters or	 hills,
	
i. e.,	 ^
	 0
1F
a.
IW^a ^ l• F, ^`	 I S h V► '%	 2
 (4,;.-53)
and	 ^ I ^ ` ^ •	 _	 i 	 1 K
u	 M	
r ^\ ~	 v a Jx
s
(4-54)
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Wherefore,
t	 4x i
1.o	 X1 
(4-55)
♦
The factor IvA 
sfor the pure random surface equals unity and
the result checks well with that calculated by Ilayre and
Kaufman ( 1965) .
In the absence of the general roughness, 'S R = 0
r o	 (4-56)
1	 ( 4 -5 /)
and Eq. (4-28) becomes
`1	 L Vy	 ^, ry
!: -	
j:--a I )
j
- •y , ,, v, -; - S %" v„ 4s
V., ^Z
CA	 e
P00
M
I
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Iii	 the absence of twith	 % and	 $ ,	 the surface becomes
a mirror reflector, and itu radar reflectivity is
y	 L	 .- s
r
^	 1
r	 S CR '^• z	 (4-^^)L^.. VA z
` a
For the monostatic case, one has
'  C o'-^—	 (4-60)F	 ^"e
u	 4	 s,r e,
	
(4-61)
The curves of t ^ va . e 1 and f -- - _NCH vs. Q1 areL
presented in Pig. 4-4	 Tf T is	 [ 	 vory
rapidly, and the product of the two curves may he appr.oxi-
rnat.d by an impulse, or
'
E z  E^`
\
	
	 (4-62)
=o
The significant terms in the Eq. (4-28) for the conliti.ons
Q'VZ <<I , v4t ^ 1 jrA	 0' V.- >l 1	 which	 .or, ipond to slight,
moderate and voc-y rctigh surfaces,,	 resl ►t e , 1 %-t- ly, havo.	 bt^,!n
discussed in qre.+t detail by Beckman (19-0. In rho c-.
ie lunar t3urfacc :}:ire the denaral r,,nJ-:.n .. ,rfac- :.p
lie very rutigh in of 3 cm wavelenyt i^ (.ii	 tacit , • -in 	 in
pictures) is	 ind- A I.- .jo compared to 1,	 ^q.	 (4-28)
tVA X
Ift
F;
100
r
a,
Fig. 4-8.	 1`!- . impulse rpproY mat i nn for
i	 -klonostatic Mir cor Rc; l,:2ctrjr
s•._	 Jii4et
	
^
(4-65)
- T	 - -	
-^W
1
4 E L E ' > ^` D I ED (4-63)
i
and	 ej_X -( V:)' ( 1 - Q	 )	 txl -v	 W
	 (4_04)
P
Substituting Eq. (4-64) in (4-39)
	
for the ..-alculation
of <R 2 E 2 *> , the re%o - tinq expression is
1
ti wl` ^. F1 ^^'1^) 8
-r	 )	 x 8
IUI
0
00	 s	 `a i, ) a
z
vo 8	 .o
^_ C^'d>zl ^ Cis +^-^-)^ q
Iii eig. 4-9, a curve. is plotted uaivq Eq. (4-65) with
the fo l lo •.-iing paramctei s :
T = 3 cm
c	 - .3 cm
3 = 3 cm
j wz = 1
-T- = 30 motors
(0 )	 . 05 v 	 ( . 0 a^^)
d 1
 = .5n
d2r., 55D
h l = .2D
:1 2	.02D
i
—	 --^	
_
PI-, n
102
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The results of other aio"ls (Heyre, 1962 1
 
Muhleman, 1966)
and experimental results (Evans and Pett.ingel, i963) dealing
with lunar radar return are also plotted in Fig. 4-9, and a
comparison of these witt y
 results obtained by the model used
in this work shows very good comparison.
4.2.4 Radar Return from the Two-Dimensional New Lunar Surface
Model
The calculations of average radar return power in the
last: chapter were mace for one-dimensional lunar surface
model in order to simplify the mathematical procedure. The
two-dUmensicnal case is presented in this chapter.
iThe data on the ToNi, trajoctory Shows that the alti.meLiar
	 !
beam has an incident angle (Cl ) variation from zero to forty
clegrces with respect to the outward average lunar surface
normal. Since the radar syo3t.em is a monostati.c case, the
ro f l a,- ion angle ()') is the negative of the incident angle
(0 )  and the lateral deviation angle3) is zero. (See
F ick. 4- 7 .) The close-up pictures taken by Surveyor II indi-
pate that the gone.ral surface is very rough in terms of the
111ci.dent wavelength (3 cm) . The surface function is taken
G
as a composite of a random and a periodic roughness. (See
Fir1s. 4_ 3 , 4_4 and 4-5 «)
The a s sip
 m tions s imi l ax to those made for one-d.i.n ens ional
case are made here as ell.
The return field rx fora two-dimensional surface is
given by (Beckman, et -al, 1963)
	 ^
Lit Li
z ^^	
-►.x _^
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Expex iriw r- r al , by Evans andPetteiv. 011 :1963)
+­ ,4*
 Hayre Mo A •t. ( 1 162)
A--A Muhleman r de l  (1964)
D	 0" 0 Present '' ^o.r.^ ^ c:a1 Model
,t
I
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Ta	 s	 (4-66)z
where
	
W,(
	 2h S^^ c t^T)	 4-67)
(4-68)
2-M 5%vi cbn)
(4-69)
(4_70)
	
P	 zs	 b	 2 Ir
E20 is the normal sgacular return from a smooth
Ik	 sure ace
-d. CO50, COS	 9L CO503
I
f os9, t CoS A + Cos 90
V4 .Z IT ^^^.^^ 0,	 in	
-2.-T
 '$^n0z5^n9;	 (4-72)
yzn
t
cu59^
	 -^ Gv3A)	 (4-73)
The aV raye newer is therefore given by
Zj Ali
z
-,^ _
FL
R.	 C	 ;j]	 41^	 (4-74)r
1L
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C x, , y 1 ,
	 fir. -	 C X. , y L )
i	 `	 d
X I ,
	
IL	 XL	 (4-75)
Since the roughness is isotropic, its correlation be-
tween two points on the Z = 0 plane is a function of only
the magnitude of the distance between the two points P1(xl'yl)
and P 2 ( x2 , yZ ) . Let the distance between the two points P1
and P 2 be T, where
w ^^ x^ ' Xs1
s 
♦. y+ ' ^^^L 	(4-76)
",`ten	 [ Vi C J,)]> can be treated as a one -dimensional second
order random process, and the characteristic function in
terms of i is found as
Qt)?	 P 
A set of new variables may be defined as fo l ows :
x2	 i Cos	 (4-78')
yZ	 Z Sin	 (4-79)
Yuan-1 Y1	 Y2	 A-80)XI - x2
i
r
f
i
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one obtains
dx1 dx2 dyl dY 2 JJJ	 dxl dyl -d r	 d ( 4 -82)
where OXM	 asp fix, dx,
­S ^ 11a y ^.
I -T j wo
0 0 0
0 o '^
s % " a. 'r (4-83)
This transformation process intro-3uces the corresponding
change of variables and limits as
.—
r
Xr 1 11) (4-84)
NL
_., ( X, - t Cos	 ,	 y, -	 Sin (4-,85)
2 t x 'T'?. (4-86)
-T
< y^
{
 _T_
i (4-87)
1 ) ^+	
s ^' JT (4_88)
T 4 W
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The limits of 2 and + are fwwtiorns of x  and y t which vary
fr_crn -2 to I in each interval.
It is assumed that the autocorrelation C of XR is in-
significantly small for ~ greater than T/2j and that the
term ^Y^^$^ converges very rapidly. Therefore, the integral
has major contribution for small Y , and it is possible to
extend the limits can t From zero to infinity.
The limits on t1w. angle + are integrated from sb, ^ TA*+ f X %
to m -- t11 t+ {x ^ where x  and yl take on values between -T,/2
and T/2 respectively. However, for all values of x  and yl,
c^ is always bounded between zero and ZW.
And the transformed integral becomes
.c u
Iw•l~ idyl oz. F'	 r	 x	 ^Ux rC_oSCa+	 J	 FT L c
i,V Sin} t l ,` ►^ 1^ . .t'ri V JZ A+ AXE c^^^7	 (4-90)
J
In order to avoid a divergent integral, it is necessary
to rearrange Eq. (4 - 90) by noting that
where
<'^^► 	
^ 
F..	 stx Lt^'X+^^^1E.x (LyJZ)>aX	 >
^a
	
	 L4,Jv)k
	^^ >s^ xa)Tz
r
lI
0
10 8
After performing the potar transformation
F-	 < 
Wit W'O E., F 
Ja xr --L w vd.
 [ 1. , * I -t I	 (4-93)
(see Fig. 4-4) with
T'
1R d z
t l,w ^^ Sln - R ^'^
o	 n Alt 48
cv °'	 ^.-1 )s 	fix: + V3` 
-f
IL
sstt-a
	lo, - d,	 ^ L 7	 i I.-TrP I	 4
_	 _	
le- 
.TL ,	
.mod"• r,{ i
	
(4-95)
-1 P
X3 - ( r Ax [ ZVzRC658 + W usk-4 A .446. CeS ^^^ll
o e
	
^	 1L ^ 1C d 9
-^= f SAO 51	 4s
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Thus, substituting Eq. (4-94), (4-95) and (4--96) in
Eq. (4-93) is the solution for (E 2 >.	 Similarly, ,^E 2 *> is
obtained by taking the conjugate of the expressions for il,
12 and 1 3 , the detailer calculations are not repeated here.
Wr w  Ea.F	 s CQ'^^t
i	 <	 ^
 T%	
I^ + Ic + 3 1	 (4-97)
S Ea^ _	 E1 p * ^ — <F 	 ,	 is the variance of
the complex st,attering field, it may be written (Beckman,
1963) in a form similar to Eq. (4-90) as
isza,
	
^^Fw F^ f	 A	 ^Vx ''tC.05+ i-W j 5% VI
A -s 06Ls
(4 98)
where
Let
k^	 M-'^^I  -
 ill, FtO	 Ax"^^'i' Utl ZE-4
	
zl -
	
(4-100)
then	 Wr & -L
MTV	
'VX
a
	
- )1	 X,	 (4-101)
Also., let
	
34 —	 a ^ j ^J ^ " y.	 (4-102)
r	 j	 J
S 1
r
s
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From the geomtr.Ay of the ej iodic •urlace, it is observed
that I (7,#) could be separated into three parts as (see
Fig. 4-4 s
S 'r, ^i1 	`T'.	 ,R d L	 (4-103)
x,, C't, *) 	 =' f 1
	
!'xp(iV!(3r, -
1
^	 d► 	 • d^, (4-104)
1l^ A
-kAi D ve .4C -	 i] Ax t JL (4-105)
L
( 4 -106
Now, performing the pni.ar transformation for xl ,
 Yl to ri,
ar , one obtains
X , - Me COS g (4-107)
tt.,	 s ► `^ (4- 1 08)
A	 d y . (4-1 09 )
a 41	 JWA
r
title
ay, -11.0)t4
where r l and r. 0". e
X' t (4-111)
a	 ^
osrt	 + Z`` _^^,tt,
	
C s(4-f t4-112)
the integral over Region rt becomes
f	 Jkx	 , ^i 'Ia S 1 ^► --! --o^ r
a
Wi
I
111
II SkXr	 V's	 SIVI
o ^+	
1^U;^i S^r1 T1 R^t^-	 ^R ► Y Co! (^`4^ - d ^ ^ ^^ dm,&& ( 4 -113)
s ^ ^
After making an expansion of the exponential in Hessel
functions, I2 becomes
}^• ►^ rL -1f► l	 i
1T d^	
p
S /axPk. ` '=^ 	 I 	 +-r -4a.YCO5(0-p)^ R^ 	 d	 (4-114)
o 1,
The origin of the reference coordinates -is chosen at x the
center of the crater such that the integral around the rim
and the crater is symmetrical to
	 = therefore, I2 and 13
are functions only of IC as given below:
e
	
1. C) T (.A^ j kx	 Stu+wind,t	 41 A 1. 0	 dX ^t
i( l ^xp^--`a1-d^ ^.3.x -^ ^-^^` tR i , Cesd1 fit aft,
o
^(	 a + l +I.VtX	 Atl+ s,% tz	 6-1 n
y	 i	 (4-)
where C.a ca	
-^.(u► v, mod,46 ^16
=a' .
'}	 mo=o bso a' I bi
nrb
w
	 ^
.- b` r 0.t }2
^..
(4-116)
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with B (c, y) , the beta function, given by
^X,')	 I t 	 C t_ t)	 d.t	 (4-117)0
and M , the hypergeometric series, given by
X (Y +') (Xt2)	 (4-118)
The integral over Region III (the crater) i.s
	
f	 e p ^i V (,	 -	 1 dX^ d^	 (4-119)
04 It 1
A transformation nimi..lar to that for 1  yields the following
value for I3
	
it LIT	
IT	 ML
ff j'a o
	
(4-120)
A substitution of
0.5 F}	 (4-121)
into 1 3 above yields
W
Ax--to =^m
tp TT
x113
CK)
^ 	 Co co	 , r
= p 	 as o bo o 	,
4{^
as	 n ^ A-b1 ( q^^
2.
F	
ho	 h)	 ^_.. +`
	 4-124)
i	 2'
s	 K	 A ► t'	 •six(',/K'ie Co
	
{-i.1 i 5in^^ •0 0
(4-125)
But
ITT
A x j> `i,1^x T CO S t + G ^ T S in}	 ,^, .z w J ^,^, Vx +V s (4-126)
F K, Ax	
ria) T, Crc Fv,j+v z
i
I1.14
+^i to *	 6 2, vt
AIL	
ell
IL
-- -—	
a
cti-tQ + L IA•t z oo	 r7 T`b-Z +1
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The solution is
The complete solution described in Eq. (4- 91) is the product
of 'q. (4-93), -(4-97) plus
 (4=131)':
The solution obtained above for the two dimensional
lM	
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^	 Soh t"^ ^TT Z (4-137)
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The final solution of the radar return power 4E2E2*
is expressed in terms of a set of conditions and terral.n
parameters. The radar antenna orientation with respect
to the surface normal. _i 3 sub- s ti. tuted i_or 61; VX and V. and
Wx is thus determined accordingly. The variance o' and
the correlation distance F are the random surface charac i
teriatcs, and mayassume different: values which can be
fitted for ihe description of Z certain section along the
U1 approach. The variables hl, h2, dl , and d2 are linear
functions of D, the crater diameter, which is a random
variable with an independent probability density function
p (d) which is nonuniforr►
 over the whole landing track
r`	 However, p(d) may be approximated to be piecewise uniformI
Thus, with the aid of the ^omputer, the required radar
return degradation curve can also be calculated.
4.2.5 Conclusion
z
A very realistic lunar surface model des+cripti.on using
a superposition of a sinusoidal quasi-periodic component and
a	 a randomly rOU(Th compone nt surface is, presented. This model
^. fyy_wmnr6rta'^
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is believed to represent lunar surface conditions and the
regularly existing rough features such as craters, hills
and boulders as shown by the Surveyors and Orbitors photographs.
The solution of the radar signal return based on this
n(W model is calculated using the scalar Helmholtz Integral.
The result is verified for various conditions such as when
Lhe random componont or the quasi-periodic component: or both
becorze zero, re spectivaly. In all cases it is found that
the result checks well with the work :reported previously in
the literature by other authors
Thy: one-dimensional and the two-dimensional radar return
calculations are iric.luded with their implications. The
scattering from a shirt range radar, where the beam cross-
section area i.s small compared to the dimensions of the
surface, the one--dimensional solution 'is appropriate and
moreover its evaluation is simple, whereas for long range
radar return it is necessary- to use the two-dimensional
solution. One must employ a spherical wave instead of a
plane wave for very low altitude return,
The superposition of one or more-quasi-periodic and
random components as used for the lunar surface modeling
may be ex► ended to model several other types of terrain.
{
i
4,1.
4.3 Spatially Anisotropic Random Surface Return
It is very common to employ an isotropic spatial surface
height correlation function of one form or another in scalar
calculation of radar return from a randomly rough surface. A
study of certain types of surface roughness which may exist
on the lunar surface such as hills and ridges, and others on
the earth, it appears that in certain direction*; this correla-
ti7n function is particularly biased, and therefore the azimuthal
dependence of the surface must he accounted for in theoretical
calculation. Such instances of azimuthal dependence also are
found in the case-of sea surface. It is this aspect of the
surface feature that is studied by using topographical maps to
show the azimuthal dependence of its spatial autocovariance
Theoretical study employing scalar Helmholtz integral calcula-
tions of the ret-urn power shows the specific difference between
this and the isotropic case. Finally, a few surface models are
used for laboratory ultrasonic simulation of this problem. The
results.of theoretical study are then compared with those ob-
tained in. laboratory simulation as well as with some obtained
by aircraft flights over different terrains which exhibit such
azimuthal characteristics.
4.4 LM Radar Return from an Anisutropic Lunar Surface
An,anisotropic lunar surface roughness model is developed
and its radar return is-calculated to show the effect of this
s	 '
,I
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anisotropy by comparing the results obtained for isotropic
lunar surface. The anisotropic case is also shown to reduce
to isotropic model and the results are exactly verified.
4.4.1 Summary
When a train of elec	 c Mays energy is inc ident
upon a plane surface, the total energy is reflected, absorbed
and transmitted :at the surface boundary depending on its
parameters. The*LM radar . ,receives only the reflected energy
and thus the backscattering pattern of
. the surf ace may be
plotted as a function of the .incident angle Cq) . A certain
surface profile 'has a definite "radar scattering pattern
associated with it at a giveh frequency. . The received field
intensi ,y ins given as :the 'sum of. n .scattered field ccaponents
(Beckmann 19 63 Y
Al^'I.	 (4-142)
J
where-'r	 the resultant amplitude
the .resultant ,phase
thA = the 'amplitude 'contributed by .the' ' j scatterer , and .
4)j a the 'phase of the 'fiel'd: ,from the " jth scatterer.
 S
There are many surfaces with di gfer:erit roughnesa features
.	 which may.-.yield the same 'scattering pattern so long as the
amplitudes and the phases -add up to be, 'the - .same at all points -
in space , ` and therefore,. the radar. detection of texra3,n rough-
_ mess , .is •a sort of an s bastion. And th Aathe atical solution
I
4	
_
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of radar return treats an unknown s=face height yariAtion to
be a stochastic process.
The radar return from the lunar surface has been previously
calculated in detail by Hayre and Tong C1967). Their statistical
model is a periodic sinusoidally shaped crater superimposed on
a general random surface with a gaussian distributed height
function. In order to simplify thei calculation, the craters and
the general rough is assumed to be statistically independent,
while the random surface .itself is isotropically rough.
Many terrains occurring in nature are quite often ani.so-
tropic so , far as their spatiAl roughriess is concerned. A
spatially anisotropc rough surface may be statistically
described by its. correlation function and its height probability
density function. The following is a revised model of Hayre'
and Tong (1:967) where an ani,sotropic rough component is super-
imposed on the periodically occurring craters of random
diameters. The purpose of this revised model is to examine
the effect on the radar :return from & .certain crater formation
For example,. the craters on the maria appear to be mostly of
impact origin and this is preeunabl'y true 'for the post -maze
craters on the .tearrai;n. The prixa 7y craters are by definition,
those due 'to impacts of cosmic masses. A hyper:-velocity impact
of a meteor at a certain incidence angle'would generate a;_crater
shown in Fig .4- 10 . The use of " superposition _ method accounts for
the two: components as shown 3.n Y 4.4 -,11 ,where the 'random
component- R app,ars to have 'e► nonuniform roughness caused by
the 'e j'ection of the surfact satarial by ouch a meteor impact.
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tWhen the crater within the area T by T is considered as a
whole, the surface parameters-are:
as
	 ^4 Sin	 (^- a,^ dl 4_ r	 d2
=	 s 0 ,C R	 d 1 	(4-143)
,^ d 2 L R0
where r
assume d1 = C1D
d2 _ .02D
. `	 h1	 C3 
h2	 C4D
with D being the diameter of the. crateX, which .f ollovs at
certain density distribution P(D1.
b.	 R is gaussian random with *
^R> = Q (4-144 )
f	 ZQ
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h (4-146)
'r =	 projected dis tance on x-x plane 'between ( 4 -14 7)
two sampling points
azimuth *"g.le measured from, the x-axi;	 (4 - 14 8)
B	 decorrelatio>i constant
non-integer. constant
The 'Stratton-Chu; fo=ula reduces to the 'KIrchh ,oAf-
Ruygans -integral- for horizontal polar zaition of the 'inci,dezit
field which is used hers 'with the 'followiN assumptions
•a. The radar beam -cross-section has dimensions lsrge '
as compared to the x=face :p"Il d T..
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b. The radius of cunmtuve of the random rough surface
is much greater..thAn .the wayelength of the incident
radiation.
.•c. The incident radiation is a horizontally polarized
plane wave ."
d. 'Depolarization effect ,ii negligible.
e . ShadQwing , multiple ;scattsxi?ng and edge effect are
likewise negledted.
AR' and 3p are :statisticallx independent.
:The 'scalar Helmholtz , ',integral for 'the .calculation of
reflection ,based on the 'abQye :stipulation is
w
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Mheite 12 	 the 'reflected field from the ;surface
8 R the `f ield• zefledted Lin the direction of ap ecular20 reflection CG	 9 ' ^ by a amoth, per:fedtly con-l	 2ducting plane of the 'samte dimensions under same'
angle of inc.ideiice..at .the `samedistance,
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T .x T P a periodic NOMplinarea illuminated by the
radar beam
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Then the mV erode power return is given asx
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Substitutinc3 I , into equation (261 r becommI
E, F" > 	 Cr<  ^ t^ +I") >	 (4-171)
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 as 4 -15 7 except the
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The complet ion of tho .late * ation o! 4-17?, 4-174, and
.
4-175 for m > 0, yields
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4.4.2 Conclusion
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an integer, the resultant scattered enorgy would lose the
effect of the anisotropy of the :surface and its scattering
cross-section would be'similas to the'case'of an isotropic
ra,,hdom surface. Similarly -if R .is equated to. zero, the results
.check exactly with :those 4btai ed for thi 'isotropic case.
4.5 Radar Backscatterin^ m a Cratered- Lunar %lodel
.Previous lunar surface models -consisted of randomly
varying surface heights with isotropic spatial surface
height correlation functions or sectional correlation
functions or some other surface slope distribution. Further -
more, a super-position of various types of surfaces such as
small and large scale roughness were also employed. These
models do not seem to represent explicitly the lunar craters
which are superimposed on the random height variations. It
is this aspect of rimmed craters superimposed on -a two di-
mensional distribution of surface heights with each component
surface being a random variable but statistically independent
of each other that is used to calculate the monostatic radar
return for the Lunar Larding Module guidance and control
radars at various angles of incidence. The unique feature
'	 d 1 i th	 do	 t'	 f thof thus surface mo e s at a ran m V CL ion o e
spacing between the rimmed craters allows a realistic spatial
distribution as well as size distribution which has been
found to be exponential from Orbitor I and II photographic
data of medium and fine resolution's, fto nour-vertical
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incidence radar return power is calculated using scalar
Helmholtz integral and the results are then reduced to a
few special cases such as one generated when the randomly
varying main crater diameter tends to zero and the random
period or distance between crater centers tends to infinity.
The results seem to indicate that this mode l may be used
to generate a wide variety of randomly rough surfaces for
a calculation of their radar return,.
4.5.1 Introduction
An electromagnetic wavefront incident on a surface
causes each illuminated point on its surface to re -radii.te
secondary waves in all directions. Each point acts as a
Huygens source, the phenomena is te-med scattering, and
4	 physical optic techniques may be used in order to analyze
the scattering. Such re-radiation depends on such surface
properties as its permittivity,, permeability and conductivity,
as well as its surface-features. In theory, a complete
!.	 knowledge of the surface parameters and its roughness would
i
`	 yield its scattering pattern for a given source of the
i	 incident energy, although the calculation procedure is very
complicated in the case of.a randomly rough surface.
Theoretically, a terrain may be thought of as a randomly
spaced array of scatterers which yield a certain radar scatter -
ing pattern, and conversely, knowing the scattering pattern, an
unknown terrain may be specified. This technique of surfm,be
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roughness detection by employing radar backscattering cross-
section has attracted considerable interest in recent years.
The terrain illuminated by a radar is quite often
randomly rough; therefore it is necessary to use probability
techniques in its description. Consequently, the radar return
obtained from it is also described statistically. The present
investigation of they lunar surface radar return assumes that
it is a perfectly conducting surface at high frequencies. The
Fresnel reflection coefficient for horizontally polarized
plane wave in
5 	 Y s - 5th
R,. 	 c os t + Y' „ sV (4-188)
where 4 is the local angle of incidence and
Y	 + i. 60 C 	( 4 -1 89)
4 L ;,=-
as. shown in FigA4.12 where various terms are devinea. For a
perfectly conducting surface, C. and Y are infinite and
(4- 19 0)
i 4.5.2 Lunar Surf-ace Modeling
} The Apollo guidance and control signals during its landing
are primarily conditioned by the lunar surface roughness. An
s
accurate analysis of lunar surface roughness in the radar-echo
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study provides the means to predict the effects of the former
on the guidance and control commands which are generated by a
computer on board the module after processing the adar return
signals from the velocity and altimeter radars. The lunar
surface roughness is expected to bias the lunar landing module
(LM) radar signals used for . guidance and cofitrol during its
landing. It is this aspect of lunar radar echo-degradation of
LM Velocity and altimeter beams which is discussed in this
paper.
Although the early scientific efforts had provided
valuable information on surface roughness of the moon, the
application of their data was limited for various reasons
including the lack of full scale verification. Even the
recently acquired earth-based radar information about the
lunar surface was not sufficiently detai led,
 partly due to
the libration of the moon and partly due to the fading caused
by the inhomogeneous ionospheric medium, and because of large
areas contributing to radar return of earth based radars.
The availability of a high-energy source for a high
^
frequency radar., was in
1
 itself a problem. Consequently, radar
observations could not supply reliable evidence can the nature
.of the lunar s.-face structures of the order of a meter or
smaller in dimensions. For example, according to Hayre's
criterion (1961), a random rough surface is considered smooth
for vertical incidence ifiii	 (4-191)
iwhere
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(r is the standard deviation of the surface undulation
in meters, and
T is tide incident wavearength in meters.
If X is four meters, a surface with a standard deviation of
0.3 meters is considered smooth. As a result, only the large
scale roughness features could be obtained from the lunar
radar echoes.
In 1961, Hayre and Moore conducted a laboratory experi-
I. gent and acoustically simulated the lunar echoes. Nonlinear
acoustic modeling techniques were used to model the lunar
surface on a set of scaled down aluminum spheres. The acoustic
return data was used to-formulate a statistical model composed
t
of a large-scale roughness and small-scale roughness with
their reasonably complete statistical description including
cross correlation between these two components. The genera
Kirchhoff's solution with its usual assumptions was used in
their theoretical model, to obtain a mathematically manageable
expression for radar-cross-section. However, their model was
not designed to describe such-irregular and nonuniform our-
face features as luncixr ridges in.:general, and craters and
rims, in particular.
Some other attempts have been=ad* to model the lunar
backscatter cross-section. (Rayre, 1962= Muehlman, 1966)
Muehlman based his results on two point radar data from
x.	 x
u	 a+r +. 	..	 err	 ..
1c	 -.
Surveyor I. The simplified radar scattering cross-section
equation includes weighted statistical parameters of the lunar
surface such as standard deviation, the decorrelation constant
and incident angle. Recent U. S. Ranger, Surveyors, and
Orbiter I and II photographs of the surface of the moon show
it to contain nonuniform roughness with its statistics vary-
ing from region to region. Thus, those previous models do
not suffice for this study of degradation of LM radar signals.
With the advent of the successive Orbiter and Surveyor
missions, more detailed lunar surface photographs have now
been obtained. Information extracted from the Orbiter photo-
. graphs and their mosaic overlays is believed to be sufficiently
complete to establish . a set of roughness parameters correspond -
ing to each particular La,,'nar site. These parameters are the
large-scale and small-scale random roughness, crater-size
probability distribution with inter-relationship among the
crater dimensions., such as the diameter, depth, and rim height
and rya base width. Mosaic surface data from a number of pre-
'	 selected LM landing sites have been carefully analyzed andi
their roughness parameters^aeem to be statistically independent
135
from one site to the next. Therefore, a surface model composed
i;
of uncorrela-Led random and periodic structure with random or
fixed parameters is formulated.
P
The present model.is a superposition of a gaussian
random rough surface, and a, periodic orator outline surface
J.
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which can be made random as wells The random surface 3 R(.ac,y)
is assumed to have a 7mean value of zero and variance of a as
shown in Fig. 4-13 -its autocorrelation function is assumed to
be exp { 8 } (Hayre, 1961) where Ir is the distance between
two points measured on the x-y plane, and B is the decorrela-
tion distance. The periodic surface 'Sp (x,y) is defined
differently over three zones within a typical interval, as
shown in Fig.4 -14and Fig. 4- 15,
In Zone I
In Zone II
^^(^ ^ ^ M^ Sir► ^R ^ k^♦_1*, ^ d^^t	 d, d, (4-193)
In Zone III
r	 ••
^ 1C~+y''	 : s	 i(X,'^) = -^^ C°^	 i0v	 X +^	 ^^	 (4-194)
As a first order approximation, the surface is assumed
invariant along the y-axis, and the radar return power can be
calculated from this one-dimensional node of the lunar surface-.
The general Kirchhoff integral is applied under the following
assumptions
a)`' The radar beam cross-saotion:has-dimensions large as
compared to T
b) The .radius of curvature of the random rough 'surface
is much greater than the ^ravelength of the incident
radiation.
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c) The incident radiation is a horizontally polarized
plane wave.
d) Shado•^ 7ing, multiple scattering and depolarization
effect is neglected.
e) IR and Ip are statistically .independent.
The calculation of the monostatic backscatters energy
with L w nT is
>	 + D ^ E_j	 (4-195)
where D E2 _ < l E2_ <E2> 12>  i , s the variance of the complex
variable E2.
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where
E2( k ;(12) is the reflected field from the surface.
$1 and 8 2 are angles of incident and reflection as measured
from the outward surface normal.
E20
 is the field reflected in.the direction of specular
ref lection - ( 82 _ 8 1) by a swooth perfectly conducting
k^	 plans at the same ,distanco.r
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R and '5p are functions of x denoting the height of
the rough surface.
The scattering ,
 geometry is shown in Fig 4-16where
e2 = -81 and F = 1/cos2 91.
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The variance of the return signal is
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The complete solution for the averaged radar return is
the ' DC term, which is the product of Eq. 4- 199 and Eq. 4-20q
plus the variance of Eq. 4-201
a^
	
In the absence of craters or hills, i.e., 5  = 0
i
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tand the expression for average power in -the absence of
random component is given as
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Therefore,
Yz
Z+	 8
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(4-205)
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The factor lw)
L
 for the pure random surface equals unity
and the result checks well with that calculated by Hayre
and Kaufman (1965).
In the absence of the general roughness, 5 R M 0
O	 (4-206)
_!..
8	 (4-207)
a
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In the absence of both 3 R and A p, the surface becomes
a mirror reflector, and its radar reflectivity is
f	 ^ h ^r Z 
Z
o so F	
S 
Vi► 	 (4--209)
1
For the monostatic case, one has
i
=	 C- 1 s„ e (4-210)
V,^ = 4'W (4-211)
The curves of F2 vs. 8 1 and ^xSv-=-^
z,
z
VS.
	 @ 1 are
presented in Fig- 4 - 17 .1f T is>>h
.
s,i decays very
rapidly, and the product of the two
tz
curves may be approxi-
mated by an impulse, or
{ e ►^	 (4-212)
x o
t
z'	 The significant terms in Eq. 4-205 for the conditions
r
1 and Q >^ 1	 which correspond to slight,
:.	 moderate and very rough surfaces, respectively, have been
°I	 discussed in great detail by Beckman (1963). In the case
of the lunar surface where tho.-goneral random surfaces appears
to be very rough in terns of 3 an wavelength (as shown in
Surveyor pictures) CF* is indeed lazga compared to 1.
...
__	 1. r
	
_
,,
Equation 4-205becores
(4-213)
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R
AND	
-XU (_	 L"L
	
X (; e vW ) ( 1 - e  )] =	 '^	 c^ vow 8	 (4 - 214)r
.Substituting Eq.4-214 in the general expression for the
average power, one obtains
_	 Iwl` E F `	 ^^ V; ^i B
R -r 16	
2 { T zdL) ^^.^;)^+ X414'
IL
z (d^-d,)	 ZT	 (TVa)
	
p^.m P	 Ca v^'' + vx + R^ ^^ gL
QT yst a
C Crval A- (, Vx- dIFIr3'g	 ^z
(vx + fib'	 3^.. (4-215)
In )'i . 4 - 18 a curve iss 'lotted using E .4 - 215 with the4	 P	 ,4 4
following parameter"s
s 3 cm
Q = .3 cm
(	 B=3
cut
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The results of other models (Hayre, 1962; Muhleman, 1964
and experimental results (Evans and Pettingel, 1963) dealing
with lunar radar return are also plotted in FigA-18and a com-
parison of these with results obtained by the model used in
this work shows very good comparison.
4.5.3- CONCLUSION
This cratered model of randomly rough lunar surface is
believed 4o be simple and yet .inclusive of this important f
and common feature of the surface of the moon. Theoretical
work seems to yield a realistic result in-comparison and
other theories.
ni
CHAPTER V
LUNAR SURFACE BIAS ON LANDING MODULE
ALTIMETER SIGNAL
5.1 Modulation System of the FM Radar Altimeter
The radar frequency modulated altimeter in the Apollo
landing module employs a continuous sawtooth modulated wave.
During the process of landing, the altitude of the vehicle
above the lunar_ surface or the distance between the trans-
mitter and the illuminated surface varies linearly with the
beat frequency resulting from mixing the backscattered
signal with the transmitted signal whereas all other high
frequencies are filtered out.
In order to make the beat frequencies significant along
the entire landing trajectory, two different slopes of the
r
sawtooth modulation are applied as shown in Fig.5-1. The 700
microsecond portion upsweep is blanked out by the rece4l,ver.
The frequency mixingprocess averages the results over thirty
such 7000 microsecond long downsweeps, and the averaging
period is 231 milliseconds The turn-around error thus
becomes insignificant in such an averaging process.
A monostatic near-vertical incidence radar operation is
^i
assumed and the distance traversed by the moaule during the
signal travel to and from the lunar surface is negligible, as
seen in Fig.5-1where at tl the transmitting signal is A-sin 2n`ftl
i"r ,
rl
k
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-arc + 4mc,
J^rc M. 1 3 	 Y^ir^	 wad
Ia
Modulation for k-ltitude Above 2500 feet
L
-^ c + 2 0
*
	
kc. 20 M-
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while at t 2 it is A sin 27rf 2t. If the height of the transmitter
with respect to the surface is h, and
h	 (t2 tl) c
	
5-1)
2
then the signal received at t2 is f GA sin 2rrf It where r is
the scattering coefficient of the surface, G is the total gain
of the antenna.
The mixing and filtering process as shown in Fig.5-2is a
simple multiplier, with its output ,
em (t) _ [A sin 2w-f2t] KGA sin 2 ,1f t]
-,	 2E	 =^ G2 [Cos 2Yr(f 1-f 2 )t + Cos 2rt`(f 1+f 2 )t]	 (5-2)
which, when .filtered in order to remove the high frequency
content, becomes:
2
^0 (t) =f G2 Cos 2,P fBt	 (5-3)
,q
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of the lunar surface conditions in a probabilistic sense whereas
the altitude h may be obtained from f  as.,
h 
_ 2T-
	
(5-5)
where
f = fl - f2
	t l - t2	(5-6)
At high gate f is 1.14 x 10 3 cps/sec while at low gate,-f is
5.76 x 10 3 cps/sec.
5.1.1 LM Mean Return Spectrum
t
	
	
The velocity of the Apollo module descending along the
trajectory may be described by its two components as shown in
Fig.5-3• The normal velocity Vy introduces doppler effect f 
as given below.
_ 2V
f 	 y fc	 (5_7)
The beat frequency f  when the transmitter and target are both
statinnary would be
152
0
-----
P (f ) = A2^G2 (a) t (e) f 2 (5-10)
W r = the
G (e) = theA
fie) = the
f = the
f 	 the
f D the
and the ex,
The mean return power spectrum is expressed as (Rice, 1944,
1945)
for 2C - fD < fB <f	 ch f fD
where
transmitting output power
gain of the antenna
surface scattering coefficient
time rate of frequency modulation
beat frequency
doppler frequency
pected frequency, f  is
3h f_ f	 1/2
c	 D
f2 P FfB df
B	 3 f_ fD
2c f fD	
c	
^^df
I	 B
ch f f D
(5-11)
It is therefore necessary to analyze the beat frequencies
r____ - -	 7
a
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Taking two points A and B on the trajectory as shown
in Fig.5-3 one may write down all the necessary parameters
as
Vx = 1225 feet/sec
V  = 125 feet/sec
A t = 2c = 36 ,Acsec
f = 1.14 x 10 3 cps/,ksec
fpt = 40 x 10 3 cps
fD = 2
-Z," fc	 2.4 x 10 3 cps
During the averaging period of 231 milliseconds, the
linear surface distance covered is
L = 1225 ft/sec x 231 x 10 3 sec	 (5-12)
= M feet
The radar beam cross-section at A is shown in Fig.5-4. The
average scattering coef f icient <^'Le) j may be calculated using
a two-dimensional scattering geometry employing the super-
position method (Hayre and Tong, 1967), and having calculated
pia) , p Bf and f,B can then be obtained from Eq5-10 and
Eq. 5-11
At point B. one has
VX	 26.3 feet/sec
V = 10.6 feet/sec
Y
et c .41^esec
POW-
	
,,	 f
AA
0
f	 5.76 x x.0 3 cps/sec
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fQt = 2.35 x 10 3 cps
f = 207 Cps
The radar beam cross-section at B is shown in Fig. 5-4.
L _ 26.3 feet/sec x 231 x 10 -3 sec
= 6 feet
Since the radar beam cross-section is small compared to
the dimensions of the significant hazardous features, the
scattering coefficient may be approximated by the one-dimen-
sional solution. Again it is necessary to apply Eq.5-10 and
Eq. 5-11 for the calculation of the mean return power spectrum
PUB)B) and the expected beat frequency fB
5.1.2 Conclusion
This discussion indicates that the FM altimeter response
may be analyzed to obtain the necessary information during the
Apollo landing, namely the return energy level and the beat
frequency. The return energy level generally represented by
the scattering coefficient, indicates the surface roughness
whereas the beat frequency is linearly proportional to the
radar range. As seen from Eq.5-10 and Eq.5-11 , this infor-
mation is directly related to the scattering coefficient. And
a reasonably exact solution has been derived by superposition
of a random crater-array and a Gaussian rough surface (Havre
and Tong, 1967)
At
f -	
-041,41
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5.2 Probable Deviations in Altitude Reading Given by the
LM Altimeter for the Most Rough Surface A long a Certain
Given Trajectory
The spectrum of the backscattered energy tor the Fre-
quency Modulated Altimeter may be analysed to obtain the
target range variations versus the target surface conditions,
And the expected frequency, and consequently the associate
altitude may be calculated (Rice, 1944) as
a
344 -gyp
Gx c o' a( a) d
v	 (5-131
1	 d^^3	 g6
where
static beat frequency
actual range
doppler frequency
FM slope
ocity of light
(6)	 the two-way antenna gain
_o (e)
	
_ the target scattering coefficient
For the Landing Module (LM), the radar has a beam width
of 3.50
 by 70 and the orientation of the beam on the landing
track is as shown in Fig 5-5 for vertical incidence case.
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aching track
Fig. 5-5 The minor-axis of the radar beam
parallel to the direction of motion.
The return signal is averaged over a period of 211
milliseconds along the trajectory. The horizontal velocity
of the LM during landing is small, and the surface covered
by the radar in one Qeriod As comparable to 150% of the
beam cross-section (Tong and Hayre, 1967) . Cons .dering
that the pitch angle of the vehicle, and the antenna angle
do not vary within an averaging period, it suffices to
treat the system as stationary with respect to the hor-
isontal axis. If the width of the landing track scanned
by the radar is normalized, the average beau frequency may
be approximated using a one-dimensional profile,
In what follows the average beat frequency fore r
at a fixed altitude is calculated.
,./	 Ks
Fig. 5-6	 Geometry of the Apollo radar-detection
r
-r
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As shown in Fig.5- 6 the transformation of fB to a would be;
._ ^
C
	
.	 ?L'_	 5 _lh ^- z
	
or
	
—	 (	 ?
-"'	 or
	
24 	 !	 C 
C.oS,
	 (5-15)
RZ —
	
or	 =	 C COSHs
	
(5 16)
In general;	 Z ^,,
and	 a'L_	 .- S^.^. d g	 (5-18)
^zl
	C	 CoS B
C
Substituting 5- 15,5-16,5-17and5-18 in5- 13, one obtains,
^sS C sGe) 0-Ce) Ya Nei 6	 Y2
^^{0^Q(8)CD54^i n8a$
The expression 2hf in Eq.5-1.9is the beat frequency
corresnuundinq to the actual altitude of the transmitter,
whereas the square root term is the y ratio of the detected
M
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Based on the information of the radar beaitw4d th the
antenna gain is approximated to be
,,
G2 ( 61 : con 138
	 (5-20)
and the scattering cross-section is chosen of point No 8
Site P-II-6 of static.runs of the acoustic simulation test
and is shown in Fig. 5-7•
The percent deviation is plotted as shown in Fig. 5-8.
5.2.1 Conclusion
t This calculation shown that the percent deviation of
the altitude reading from the actual would vary considerably
fr 790 to 203% corresponding to angles of incidence of
do (vertical incidence) to 600 degrees. A close examination
of these results indicate the variation-t.) be within * 10%
4
for look angles of ay 50 , 100 , 200 , 250 , and-300 , whereas
for 150 angle of incidence it is -22% and for angles greater
than 300 , it inbreases almost monotonically to +2031 at
•	 60°
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CHAPTER VI
RADAR CROSS-SECTION AT POINTS ALONG TRAJECTORY
6.1 Simulated. LM Static Reflectivity Data for Site P-II-6
A brief discussion of the LM acoustic simulation system and
procedures used in taking static reflectivity data is given. A
total of thirty points along the landing trajectory were selected
for this data. The reflected field was plotted in dbs versus
incident angles for quick reference and each set is refered to a
difference 0°-reference return in db. This is later modified and
all points have a common reference at maximum altitude.
6.1.1 Surface Model
The landing track with a length of 177 K feet is modeled on
36 feet, long, 4 feet wide aluminum-base model composed of six sec-
tions 4' x 6' in size, as shown in Figs. 6-1 and 6-2. The scaling,
design and construction have been reported in detail in a previous
report (Havre, Boyd and Tong, Th-67-8, 1967), and also in Chapter III.
6.1.2 Selection of Points
A total of 30 points were selected for the static data
with appropriate consideration for low altitude effects. The
distribution of the points along the landing trajectory is
listed in Table 6-1 and shown in Fig. 6-3. Only a few data points
were chosen at higher altiL-:udes, whereas the point distribution
along the trajectory becomes denser near the landing zone. The
points were so chosen as to aliow sufficient surface overlapping
{
_a
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from one point to the next so that the whole track would-be
illuminated in subsequent look angles at various points. Further-
more, the reflectivity information is more critical at low
altitude than it is at high altitudebecause of the smaller
• area Illuminated at latter altitudes.
6. ].. 3 Modal Surface, Mounting
The model surface is attached to a fixed natal frame
inside the water tank. The metal frame is mechanically iso-
lated from other structures such that the experiment is noise
free,(vibration).
6.1.4 Transmitter and Receiver Mounting
The transmitter and receiver are mounted on a rcid
arm attached to a motor carrier. The carrier and the surface
Pram have the same mec_ apical reference -so that any vibra-
tion will be self-cancelled.
6.1.5 Positioning of th,,e Transmitter and 'Receiver
The X (lateral distance measured from the center of the
landing zone) and Y (altitude from the lunar surface) position
of the carrier are controlled by DC motors which have uilt-in
mechanical feedback. These position reading signals are fed
into digital encoders with a readout accuracy up to a hundredth
of an inch. The angular control of the transmitter - and receiver
, 	 t
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is designed to change one degree per pulse input. The angular
swing is from 0 0 to 70 0 toward the landing, as shown in Fiq.6 -4.
Fiqure5--5shows the overall electrical and mechanical layout of
the entire system.
6.1.6 Data
A sample of rare data is presented in Fig 6-6 where the
return signal envelope is plotted. The incident angle of the
transmitter corresponds to the number of pulses and is also
recorded in the same graphs. Fig 6-7 through Fig 6-36 are the
return signal in dbs plotted versus the incident angle of
the transmitter and hag _a resolution of 1 degree.
sacb plot of refloated field Vermn angle of isoi8enoe
in plotted on a separate sheet with such details as altitude,
distance from landing sonee and x,y positions on the model
and model number. Each set of data was taken after the
F
	
	 system was calibrated using flat Plats radel and repeatability
of tbte data was assexe d MEMO NOW these r=W,
6.1.7 Conclusion
The LK acoustic siwrlation atst m has bard varefnlly
desigmM and built to avid any id	 vibration.
positioning and switching of all mechanical coaponeuts have
bow operated and chocked electrcniaally to assure the.
 oonti-
nuity in the simulation process. Each set of data has been
run and coded	 tD t0 peiatt rwtil satisfactory
._	
_.
a
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o0warisoo is cads bobleas sue. Therefoce+s it is believ
that optim mn accuracy has been aohie 	 within our scope upon
the present existing system.
The return signal has also been re-examined point by
point throughout the physical nodal. The curves agree favorably
with predictions by the scattering theory. Any unexpected fluct-
uation caused by the frame iran oWle near the edge of the
model structure is pin-pointed. deoh error, howwmr, say be
neglected and itc real level may be Interpreted from its
nei hborinq data points,g	 Po
0
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MOML ANC FULL SCALE. ALT I"I UDL ( y' , y ) AND NORI ZONZ'I.L
DISTANCL ( x ` , x) FROM ( LUTE? OF ANDINC ELLIPSE.
x !t.	 x' in.	 v ft.	 v' in.
1 177 k 143.7372 25000 43.7956
2 150 k 95.3504 23000 40.2920
3 125 k 52.5547 20800  36.4380
4
5
6
107.5
100
95
k
k
k
21.1978
	 19200	 3,^}^Q
8.25P 1
	
184 0
0.0	 17950	 31.4453
7
8
I	 9
10
95
08.5
78.3
75
k
k
k
kk
143.737w.
132, 35Q4
113 .9562
108.7007
17950
17390
16200
15800
31.4453
39, 39bb_
28.3796
27.6788
11 53.9 k 71,9124 12 800 22. 4 234
12 36.2 k 40.7299 9250 16.20=4
13 34.9 k 38.4526 8938 15.6578
14 33.7 k 36.3504 8622 15.042
15 32.5 k 34.2482 8310 14.5577
16 27.9 k 26.1898 71:.0 12.5255
17 25 k 21.1095 6500 11.3869
18 22 ,8 k 17.2555 ia70	 10.283
19
 18.3	 k 9.3733 48 0 8.4088
14.4 k 2.5401 3800 6.6569
21
_ 1^
12.95
12950
k  11.4_
143,ba2fi
3404
jjQo 37.7
23 11000 2229 3000 33.2
24	 8100
_95 	 5740
94.0000
X77 78
2300
1760
25.5
19.5
26 3870 43.0000 1290 14.3
27 2430 27.0000 900 10. 0
28
29
1710
1380
19.0000
15.3333
700
-00
7.75
6.65
0 1,2222 400 4.45
31 670 7.4444
_
373 4.14
32 246 2, 73 3 4 220 X4.4
33 195 2.1667 200 2.22
100
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3
4
5
6,7
8
9
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11
P 12
0 13
.I	 14
N 15
T 16
^ S	 17
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20
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26
27
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SUN.MAPY OF NORMALIZED ULTRASONIC SIMULATION
I	 REFLECTIVITY DATA (RCS) FOR TRAZECTORY POINTS (P-II-6)
i
DEGREES CORRESPOND TO -D8
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
0 -	 8 - 7 -14 -12 -12 -14 -21 -21 -17 -19 -22 -- -- --
0 -19 -26 --19 -16 -26 -32 -34 -36 -34 -37 -- -- -- --
0 0 -15 -11 -12 -10 -10 -20 -13 -21 -25 -- -- -- --
0 -	 4 -	 6 -	 6 + 7 0 -15 -13 -	 2 -	 8 -14 -	 8 -- -- --
0 -	 3 -11 -12 -19 -22 -22 -23 -18 -- -- -- -- -- --
0 -12 -16 -18 -21 -15 -18 -19 -25 -23 -23 -16 -25 -2J -21
0 -15 -21 -29 -27 -35 -31 -36 -37 -28 -31 -34 -34 -36 -33
0 -27 -34 -20 -26 -31 -28 -32 -31 -37 -44 -22 -34 -44 -44
0 -23 -37 -32 -29 -34 -36 -43 -46 -41 -19 -41 -46 -46 -46
0 -32 -32 -•20 -29 -24 -36 -25 -32 -32 -43 -44 -31 -42 -43
0 + 2 - 5 -10 - 6 - 5 -19 -24 - 8 - 4 -13 -11 -11 -13 -20
0 + 9 -	 2 -	 6 - 6 -	 2 -11 -	 5 - 6 -16 -16
1-18
-26 -19 -17 -17
0 -	 2 -17 -	 3 -	 8 -19 - 6 - 7 -	 7
-15
-10
-	 5 - 7
-24
-18
-22
-10
-21
-19
-29
-270 -11 -17 -10 + 1 -13 0 -	 1
0 -11 -19 -19 -16 -17 -12
-
-21 -14 -22 -23 -26 -36 -30 -34
0 -	 5 -14 -	 8 -10 -	 8 -20 -	 6 -20 -19 --	 6 -23 - 2 -23 -25
O IL -	 5 0 -	 9 - 8 0 - 2 -	 4 - 9 -15 -10 - 6 -11 -13 -15
0 +10 +13 0 - 9 + 3 -	 5 + 5 + 9 +17 +	 3 +	 3 +	 2 - - --
0 + 1 -	 5 -	 8 - 1 -20 -16 -19 -21 -16 -19 -16 -	 4 -	 4 -	 8
0 -20 -19 -	 9 -24 -21 -12 -19 -26 -27 -18 -16 -18 -22 -24
0 + 7 -	 4 -11 -	 9 -15 - 7 -12 - 7 -11 -	 3 -21 -14 -25 -20
0 0 +12 +	 8 +11 + 9 +11 +16 +	 2 - 5 +16 +10 +	 7 -	 8 -	 2
0 +	 4 -	 5 -	 9 -10 -18 -21 -13 -13 -19 -20 -12 - 7 -18 -21
0 + 3
-12 -12 - 9 -22 -20 -15 -17 - 4 -14 -11 -	 7 -12 --
0 - 4 -22 - 6 - 9 -19 -20 -16 -11 -13 -19 -23 -17 -	 9 --
0 0 + 6 -	 1 -	 8 -12 -13 -15 -12 -14 -14 -18 -20 -	 1 -	 2
0 -23 -13 -19 -15 -22 -25 -24 -30 -31 -21 -26 -30 -22 - ► '
0 +13 + 1 +11 +10 +17 + 5 +14 + 6 + 1 + 8 -- -- -- --
0 +10 0 +	 5 + 2 + 7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- __ -	 --
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CHAPTER VII
DYNAMIC DATA
The dynamic trajectory was simulated and the data for it
was equivalent to scanning the target with fixed velocity,
;^itch angle, and elevation. This is substantiated by the
theory that a sampling of the field from many points on a
target which the transmitter is in motion is equivalent to
sampling it at fixed altitude, with pitch angle aid velocity
fixed. In particular, when it is desired to obtain upper and
lower limits for a reflectivity curve for certain altitudes
is concerned, it is advisable to sample sufficiently often to
obtain a target (statistically significant) population of
data in order to establish these bounds. The data taken for
this requirement was supplied on magnetic tapes to NASA and
its summary is enclosed on the following pages.
Certain such dynamic data was reduced at the University
of Houston and its statistical analysis will be performed
under the 1968-69 contract.
I
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TAPE NO. 1
Calibration--NASA Fixed Height - -Speed
DATA	 TARGET	 P-TI-A-h
TAPE NO. 2-1, 2F, 2
Run 1 =	 31.5	 -	 3 +	 26.28	 25" Farside Carriage Settinq
Voltage =	 25.3 (1.77	 IPS)
Y = 15K
Ch. 1 - M1 Level set at .48	 volt
7 - El Distribution Level set at Reference set at
10 -	 10 kc clock
12 - Voice
Ch. 2 h	 =	 17.52 V = 24.2
V = 14.2
Ch. 2 - Rerun at	 J =	 24.2 Volts
TAPE NO. 3
Calibration --Channel 1,	 7 3V RMS or 100 kc Sine 1.69	 IPS
Run	 3 h	 =	 13.14 V = 18.73	 (4	 F)
Run 4 h	 =	 8.76 V = 7,55
Run 5 h	 =	 8.76 V = 15.1
Run 6 h	 =	 8.76 V = 30.2
25"	 ------ 58	 1/2"
Run 7 h	 =	 4.38 V = 8.5
TAPE NO. 4 8F	 ,	 8F	 ,	 8F 8/30/68
Run 10 h	 =	 2.63" V = 34.0	 (700)
Calibration t5 V do
TAPE NO. 5
Run 9 h =	 2.63 11 = 17.0 (700)
Run 8 h = 2.63" V = 8.5 (700)
Run 11 F	 (Mixer h = 2.63" V = 7.32 (600)
in trouble)
Run 12 h V = 5.32 ( 50° )
TAPE NO.	 6
Calibration F ±5 V do
Run 11F h = 2.63" V = 7.32 (60")	 i
Calibration
Run 11 h = 2.63" V = 4.56 (40°)
TAPE NO.	 7
Run 13 half h = 2.63" V = 4.56 (40°)
Run 13 half h = 2.63" V = 4.56 (400)
Calibration
Run 14 h = 2.63" V = 4.0	 0.17 IPS
MR
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APPENDIX A
ANALOGIES
The following is a well known NASA report from which
this chapter is reproduced.
I
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ANALOGIES
The azid].>1.'.as be •zveen various traveling wave phenoaaena
have been recognized and usew! for many years . 1 , 2 It is .1
ecmmon practice to etili ze well developed techr ique4 in a
familiar sub ject to investigate similar phenmena in itnothe-r
area. In same cppliaation3 the annlcyy may be ccmploi aly
valid and in other cases it may be incomplete or inexitec,
so the results must be interpreted with care In this
investigation, it is assumed that the madi= through whirls
th• wave3 propagate is linear and isotropic when devE ' optng
the analogies. It is, however, possible to vse these
madeiinq techn-ques to study propagation through a non-
homogeneous mod i um .
It is shown in this investigation that certain pro-
blems concerning the scattering of electromagnetic wages
from rough surfaces can be modeled in a system using
acoustic waves. Either the dynamic pressure or the particle
velocity an the mode". sys"_m) can be iande equivalent to
the electric or magnetic field intbasi,ty in the real syste .s
The analogy is inveatigated for the case of rlectrmzc nHt .t:
waves in air Laid botu.dary ccndititmns are c:ont.idered. T-- i.!
assun .ed that the acoustic carrier frequency is low enc•ugh
that. losses in the wat er remain negligible.4
.1 Wave Equations
Maxwell's equations in free space can be %written as
4
V x E W 
-// r,W
ar_d
V x H • to
1Jore an, op. cit.
2_geyez. op. cit.
3Moore, Traveling- Wave Engineering  op. cit., p. 49.
^T: c: plane knave at*©n^.iatior. iii frEah water is approxiAataly
0.2 db por peter at a arequen cy of 1 me and it increases
approximately with the square of the frequency.
(A-1)
(A-2)
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•	 where E is the electric field intensity (the bar indicates'
a vector quantity) ,
H is the magnetic field intensity,
b,o is the permeability of free space, and
to is the dielectric constant of free space.
A corresponding pair of partial differential equations can
be written to describe the pressura and velocity fields of
an acoustic wave in a fluid.l Adiabatic compression and
expansion are assuuneu 2 and the compressibility ici considera:i
to be much less than unity. These equations are
VP n	
a Elf
	
(A-3)
and
V . U	 -K ^
	
(A-4)
where P its the dynamic acoustic prenaure,
U is the particle velocity,
O'er is the density of the fluid, and
K is the maprissibi lity of the fluid.
The wave equations ..'or the two syaten, a are re,idily
obtained S-ecr. Equations A - I and A -2, and Fron Equations
1­3 and A-4. These wave equations zxe.
2	 a2E
t	
V E ^0E° a1	 ( A -5)
and
V2H 0  a?at	 (A-6)
for the electromagnetic wave, and
V2p - .,AbK a2p	 (A-7)
and
V2U + V X V x UK a 2U000	 tI
	
(A-8)
114orse, Philip M.: Vihrat.:on and Sound, McGraw-Hill: 1948;
Chapter 7.
2The cL npression and expansion are said to be adiabatic when
the temperature changes and the heat energy does not change.
The acoustic frequencies used are as tie range of one mega-
cycle per second which is high enough that heat flow is
negligible during one cycle.
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for the acoustic wave. Equation A-8 can be simplified and
written as
2V 2U =000K 	 (A- 9 )
for cases where curl (curl. U) is small enough to neglect.1
These gave equations foam the basis for the useful
analogy between acoustic and electromagnetic waves. It
should be observed that electromagnetic wavas3 are transverse
while acoustic waves are longitudinal in nature. This basic
difference between the two wave phenomena will prevent the
analogy frcrm being complete for all situatioxxs that might
arise. Polarization effects are not present with acoustic
waves. There are important phenomena., however,. that are
caused by the effects of interference. These effects are
reproduced in the acoustic field and can be useful in pre-
dicting similar effects in the electromagnetic field.
A.2 spherical Waves
The analogy betrsen the electromagnetic 'wave and the
acoustic wave is investigated first for the case of spherical
geemetry and for elementary sources. A short current element
is used to establish an electromagnetic field. Severaldifferent acoustic sources are then considered and useful
-4aalogies are determined for each case.
A. 2• . 1	 E	 ...a. - Al short current511o1`C Current L'rJ.etTtiasti. 	n. ^7aava....	 ^__s element .F.s
located -along the polar ax s at the origin of a spherical
coordinate system as shown in Figure A-1.
Short Current Element
Figure A-1
^.	 1Weinstein, M. S., on the Failure of Plane Wave Theory to
Predict the Reflection of a Narrow Ultka Sonic Seams,."
Jour. Acoust. Soc. of Am. Vol. 24, No. 3- May 1952,
PP•	 •
_	
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pressed in spherical coordizn ates z s
M
0	 $	 + _ .L u
C
and
bin elr. ^•
raiz	 Ira is than paak value of the c r^ ellt7
4,. i2l tkie length of Uhre e1e 1n,_1.ta=t? Com-duclo.-C znd
x is the wave length,
at is the wave nttcher, 2w/A., and
	
intrinsic	 sPace-
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Figure A-2
• .^.zx^.rt^:^.v ^. ^ e ry ^.x	 :. ^-	 .9nai i^ are repw^.sente by e
.^ 4. ^ ;w c- ; L^-_xc.jj a. ,z slgpp^:essed in, he egixa:.zc^ia
2S ch s k z ^ f, s. za a Dncl P.r is t H. T...t Ai7tennas , Theory  Laid
F_^. c1v £ v r john Vi .d. '» -y and S zc n s , NewTOE ^^^:^`^ ^ a p y Ui". , 4+
3The; pul sill-mg ct,'+ r^. 	 4:.h.:^1 ^:J i^^: .ate }^y s^ :s^ r
hpYfGVf3	 t` .. 11<^ : r'£' '+.	 °. t:	 f^ `o dii-Tty e^^z^ona ^.,°.^^',^ ^.t^i:^"1 ^a
wavelength in s i zO
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A solution for the pressure and velocity fields . about
the sourcel , using wave Equations A-7 and A-8, can be
expressed in spherical coordinates for the case of
sinusoidal variations as
P1 „ AU..nAl Z e"Jkr 1 cos e	 (A-13);kZ
and
Ur wA
	
a-3kr 
= + ^r —Z coos 8	 (A-14)
where F1 is the dynamic pressure phasor,
Ur is the particle velocity phasor,
A is the area of one elementary sphere,
uo is the maximum value of the velocity of the surface
of the source,,
z is the specific acoustic impedance (product of the
;density and -ml.ocity of propagation) , and
r
A is the gave Length.
There is an obvious partial analogy between the magneticfield intensity expressed by Equation A-12 and the particle
velocity expressed by Equation A-14 with the exception that
a sin 8 appears in one case and a cos 8 appears in the other
case. The analogy between the electric field component, E8Fg,^at_ on A -11 and the pressure, pl , given by
Equation A-13 is evident only when the distzuwe r is larger
so that terms of the order 1/r2 are negligible. There is no
component of the acoustic field that comares to the radial
component of the electromagnetic field given by Equat2an A- 10.,
There are several analogies between the electromagnetic
wave and the acoustic nave that can be useful.. The first
analogy is
sin 8 ^ cos 9
	 (A--15 )
where terms of order 1/r and 1/r2 are considered. 'the'
value of the current is proportional. to the peak ^aa,rtac'e
velocity in the acoustic system. The analogy b.-teaks dawn
at the points where 8 goes to zero or T /2 but is vaLf.d in
the region somewhat cl.o4er to the source than the other
analogies because teams of order 1/r2 -are retained. `P,,he
value of r, however, must still retain much, greater thanAl as required for the solutions Af-13 and A. --.lit to be valid
1Randall. $,
	 E . , An Introduction to Acogo tics, A-4di.son-Wasl,eyr Cambriclge F
 axac » r 1951 t P. n.	 ...,
c
Three .-ddit li onal analogies can be obtained for the
case where Ar is large, so that terns of the order I/r2
and I/r3 car, be nagle f.,.ted. These analogies jaz-e tabulated
in Table k- - I -. Tt should be observed fMM Figure A-2 and
Equations A-13 Lnd A-14 that. the radiation :Field 	 the,
acoustic dipole is a nmaximixn along the is *of the dipole.
This presents praeti ,:.-al difficulties in realizing -V.
dipole source, zli nce the transducer wll .11 interfe..,.'e with the
wave propagation because of its physical si rm. Decal se of
these difficulties in obtaining an acoustic dipale zource
of this type, it is desimble to investigate the posnible
analogies -kisiag othe.v- r,,,aoustic sourm.s.
TABLE A-1
ANALOGIES - ACOUSTIC UNDUBLE SOURCE AND SHORT CUMNT ELMEINT
Y	 Acoustic	 Analogo-us
Pair	 svetem	 AuAtc^xn
W.4
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it
sin e
2
Cos 0
3
cossxn 
	 0
F, 04	 t'^—
	
T-F"M P,	 Cos 6
4
A. 2.3 Elementaxg, S-harical Source - Considex now the acoustic
pulding sphere. Solutions to the
wave equationz for this simple source ca-a be written as
A:U
P1	
2=.^ p-jkr.
	 (A-16)N2A	 r
and
RunT3	 j i + (A-17)
mri r
00^.4 ' 
2.21
0
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The analogy between 14-1.he particle velocity in Lquatioz A-11
and the magnetic field intensity in Equation A- ! ?. eXteMda
through te=s of order 1/r2 an in the vase o:J- the marble
acoustic source, and the sin e term is missing. The analogy
between pressure and electric or magnetic field :L:°,O_-ensill_-Y
is valid only for the case of large range where tezA iis of
order 1/r2 and I/r3 can be neglected. The sin 6 term is
again missing in the expression for acoustic pressure.
The analogies that can be drawn between the acoustic
wave equation solutions for an elementary spherical source
and the electromagnetic fields about a short current carrying
conductor are g.1 ven in Table A-2. These analogs es appear to
be fully az useful, as those involving the more complicated
acoustic double source dAiscussed earlier.
TA LE A-2
ANALOGIES - ELMENTARY SPHERICAL SOURCE AND SHORT CURRENT ELEMENT
Ana-11 ogy	 a 0,0.;Ous
Pair	 Tarra,
1	 H 4	 Ur	 1/r 1/r2b-' - =L6
Vn -
2	 94 U	 P1
sin 0
3	 r	 H 0	 Pl	 1/rS rn— -0,
4	 Le •,	 Ur
A.2.4 Acoustic Dipole - An the final example of an acoustic
sourcecons!Mr an acoustic dipole which is defined as a sphere
which vibrates along the polar axis in a prescribed manner. in
this case the sphere is assumed to be small.-ccmpared to a gave-
length and the vibration is assumed to be sikiusoidal as in theprevious ax=plea (refer to Piaure A-2 for -the geometry).
:-V
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The dynamic pressure can be
Pi W 
-WAi3 a z e-' Jkr(i
r
and the particle x1 elocity oan be
Ur --WAUGa a- jkr 	 +X 	
(i7
where "a" is the radius o:' the a
exptessed as
ro3	 (A-18)
expressed as
+^
r
2 r - i :t	 r^o b ( A-19)
?how ical mource . i
in th .a eocample the dynamic pressure equat ion iS
analogous to the magnetic field intensity equation for
terms varying as 1/r and I/r 2 . in the previous, examples,.
it was the vector particle velocity that was analogous to
this extent. The analogy between -the particle velocity
and the a component of the electric field intensity about
the short current element is valid for large. values of
range so that higher order 'firms are negligible. The
terms in 1/r2 and 1/0 are different from the corresponding
terms in Equation A--11 by only a factor of tiro. The
analogies are tabulated; in Table A-3,
A.3 plane Waves
The problem of analogies is 4rcmewh,at sj4npli lfied whenplane waves with sinusoidal time variations are being Eton-didered„ The wave equations cam be w rittezi ,;,n rectangtiar
n.^, ,. Y n
	
_ ^
to	 :^^a^
,
u^ A-=- a
ANALOGIES - ACOUSTIC DIPOLE AND SHORT CUR XNT PL EKs T
Analogy Acoustic Ia ogous
Pair S	 tens System Tarms
1 SIR -- Co`s^' 1/r	 1/r2
2 E93Sin 6
Ur
- Cos 9 1/r
'	 3 lh
Ur lJr
s. n 0 - c
d Ee
^8
PZ
- cog 8 1/r
lKorse, op. cit., p. 3184
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coordinates as
and
^^ +	 ^o ^ 0	 ( A-21)
for a jinearIv pularizAd e-lentrom gnat is %lave, and
^2p 
	
w,WP:L M 0	 (A_. 2 2 ).
and
dk + to^ U. = 0	 (A-23)
for the acoustic wave. l Solutions for the electric and
magnetic field intensities axe giver. by
By = E e- j W Vq o X	 (A- 24)
H Z
 
= lime.-J	 x	 (A-25)
and solutions for the dynamic acoustic pressure and particle
.^^ r.r.^ 4►tr nre ri4 yexl by^^ervvw. +x	 J'-	 a
Pl	 Pme°'Jw	 x	 (A-26)
U 'e- jW t^ tit
	
X	 (A-27)
The analogies for the plane wave case 	 tabulated in
Table A a4.
TABLE A--4
PLANE WAVE ANALOGIES
Pair	 EM system	 Acoustic System
1	 Hy	 PI
2	 Ily	 Ux
3	 Liz
4	
'By	 Pl
lftore o op. cit., BE-22.
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The analogies for "he case of linearly polarizedplane electromagnetic waves and plane acoustic wages
are completes wi thout the addition of tr.igonometa.ic terras.This desirable situatilon will not always prevail,, however,
as will be evident whon boon ary conditions are considered.
In the discussiva to this point the scalar nature ofpressure has presented air+ particular difficulty. The
analogy is exact when considering the radiation VLe-lAs in
space, providing the approprfl ate trigonometric relations
are taken into account and both components of the electro-
magnet ic radiation fJ,Gld can be determined frcat measurements
of either the dynamic pressune or the particle velocity i;a
the acoustic field.
2.4 Plane-Wave Reflection
The modeling problem at hand is essentially one ofduplicating in an appropriate manner the boundary conditions
experienced in the real syst^.;m f since the propagating waves
are adequately modeled. The general conditions that mustbe satisfied at the interface, are given first and then
several examples are considered.
2.4.1 HoundB_nnditions -- Boundary conditions that must be
satisN 10e s ,Ua	 araoterist ics in the two systems.
Neglecting shear stressos in the 1.iquid, l the boundary
r be an pre ^ zed as4'Valuit.u.vwr;w Cv^a.c.	 °
X (RI - R2)
	
p	 (A-28)
and
n X (Xj - !12) R fl	 (A-29)
for the electromagnetic field, and as
P1. W P2 	 (A-30)
and
n r (H1. - R2 ) = 0	 (A-31)
lThe skin depth for the vi5cou.s wave in water at 200 C ' is
about 0.5 micron.
Ffor the acoustic field,  where 'n is a unit vector nQ=al to,
the surface. These equations state that the tangentialyostpwents of E and H are continuous across the boundary as
ere the presasure, pr and the normal amponent of the particle
velocity, U.
The situation is conasidered first at theoretically
perfect surfaces t and then realizable surfaces are inv+es
tig(ated. Boundary conditions at a perfect conductor require
the tangential electric field to be zero and the tangential
atic field to be two times the incident field. On the
other hand, at a perfectly elastic wall, (pressure release
surface) the ilynmic pressure is zero and the normal c€ m--po^ssnt of the total article velocity is twice the ; ►or mal.
ccx cant of A"be inzcfdent particle velocity. In each of
these situations there is no wave propagation beyond theinterface.
When a plane electromagnetic wave is normally incident
on a perfectly conducting plane surface, the field components
are both parallel. to the surface and the electric field com-
P 	 . can bit mltde equivalent to ether the pressure or theP=ticle velocity in the acoustic wave. when the electricfield is made equivalent to pressure, a perfectly elastic
boundary is required .n the acoustic system in order to
.obtain the proper phase relationships. On'the other hand,
a perfectly rigid boundary is required when the electricfield is made equivalent to the particle: velocity in the
acoustic wave.
A.4.2 Snell t-s Lem - The boundary conditions' require that the
ph set ve .oc es^e identidal along the .interface in both
media. This requirement results in Snell" i, .1aw which applies
squally well to the electromagnetic or acouttic wave and is
expressed as
kl sirs 81 kl sin or = k2 Ooh 
g
	
( A-32 )
where •l is the angle of incidence,
or is the angle of reflection,
st is the angle of transmission, and
kl and k2 are the wave nuabers (2n/),) in the two media.
Snell' s law for the acoustic wave is frequently Vmr itten as
225
sin et : YX
vi
 sin ei
since  the phase veloc ties VIfor different materials.
(A-33)
and v2 are ccimonly available
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Oblique Incidence Reflection - Linearly polarizedplane electromagne c waves M11 be considered in this
section, in audition the electric field vector will be
assumed to lie in the plane of incidenoe (TM wave) . For
this situation the tanngential component of the electricfield intewsity is .reduced by a: factor, 	 tcos e , here sis the angle of incidence as measur ed from the normal to
the surface. It is therefore nec ssary to let the vectorparticle velocity in the acoustic wave be equivalent to
the electric field intensity in the electromagnetic wave,
sine the normal vamponent of the particle velocity is
also reduced by a factors coo 6. The magnetic field,inteuxity is parallel to the interface and the dynamic
aoouatia pressure is a scalar so neither of thecae quantities
is affected by the angle of incidence.
The reflection coefficient in by defin "tion the ratio
of the tangential component of the reflected electric field
to the tangential component of the incident electric field
and can be written as
ra ,^ ^^	 ^	 (A-3 4,)
r	 i tan
where the subscripts i and r re ^r x to the incident and
reflected fields reopecti.vel.y. l  Superscripts a. and w are
used to refer to the electromagnetic field In a,i.r or to
the acoustic field in water. In terms of the magnetic
field they above reflection coefficient bkacomes
Tr 111	 (A-35)
The aceft.eetion coa Off., dent slor the acoustic, wave isdefined, here in a similax manner in terms of particle
v*1ne t y as
U
17
A.	 ..,n
	
(A-36)
The above reflection coefficient can also b+e expressed in
tome of the dynamic pressure as
r^	 ^-	 (A-37)
4	 1The reflection eoefficient is ordinarily complex
*
I
2.27At a pe:rfect conductor the reflection voaffici ent for
the E cmponont of an elec-4romagnetic wave is _1 as given
by Equation A-34. Since toe tangential	 of the Bfield must ba 2,oro on the .,arf ace, the corresponding s*itua.-
tion, for the acoustic Wava ocon z on a perfcctl.y rigid 1.01all
whe-ra the no xal componen or- particl.o ve:l ocity goes to
zero. There- ore, Zquati a.-u A-36 cor:wespo:rids to Tsqu ation A-34 t,
and the positive sign is vlised- It is	 necessary to uoe
a minus sign on Bgaati.on A, ­35 sur^' d A-37, circa the tangential,
component. of H and the prezisure both doable at the correspond-ing perfect. surfaces
The concept of di-oct. rinal itap-dance is useful when
considering oblique	 x0flection of; plane waves.
The impedance in the x d wrecti.on. can be exprepsed as
za
x
	
	
` 
rtl Cos $1
	
(A-38 )
a
-or the electromagnetic  fits ;. d and
2Y1 ra `• lj
	cos 91	
(A- 3 9)
for the acoustic field.  lr-. should be obsarved that the
acoustic impedance has betzin defined as the ratio of the
ti.cle vel o-ci wy to the. eynamic pressure, in this equation.This definition of acoust;1sf; impidw'xce is just the reciprocal
of that which is ordinrxi'.y used. 1 Since impedance is a
defined quantity either dro i Di.tion is satisfactory, however,,
one definition must be consistently used in a particular
problem.
''the reflection coefficient .cient for electrt^.^netic waves
can also be expressed in ttirms of the di.rect ,;Wnal impedances
rax2
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the media on opposite
sides of the interface. For acoustic waves-in water the
reflection coe f fIcient can be written in a similar manner2
as
13ome authors, however., have preferred to define specific
acoustic bnped,a.nce as the ratio of particle Velocity to
dynamicressure, for example; Moore, Traveling-WaveE,
 gin, op. cit„
2The expression for the reflecti6n coefficient ccm+es outin the usual mamier because it is defined here in teams
of velocity and the aampeuance is defined as the ratio ofparticle velocity to dynamic pressure.
Y
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(A-41)
4	 -
The reflection coef f :i.cleTit for ei ther system can be written
r
	
as
r^^
.`..
Cos A
r r Cos Ot +	 Cos 4y
(A-42)
using Equation N--38 (repla(,r,; tha- Z O S With n's) or A-39,. The
reflection coefficient is	 modeled when the ratio of
ZI tO Z2 in the acoustic	 i., the same as the ratio of
nl to n2 In the electrormaa'neti m: symt ma. As an example, assume
the dielectric constant, of '.he earth to be 13 eo. The impedance
is giver,, by
y	 ^ (A— 4 3)
Where V is the pcx?mwabil ic=y r
=- is the condur.:t:i.vi.a
£ is the die lectrict'$. s rs^iT^^ ^ r>lkn 4;	 rw^^ S,i
w is the angular
X  .;.t. i..s a°5Lnned that the	 is small enough or
that the frequency is high enough, that t v-/ 1-w ,<< 1 thud the
impedance is given by is ^: ^, r^  ^= 10 o1IMs A Since the impedance
of air to the elact:comagnc.ticleinp wave i.M about 377 ohms,
the air-eaxth 3s pedance .patio of R or. I/R results in the
same magnitude 1-0-,r <.he	 ca fficl.ent r only the
sign is eha aged.
To surama.ri ze trsi,a spec io. i it should be noted that the
TM wave can be rep '.^r°ed by	 TE wave
s.
. In 'th? s c:zsc^cit,., is
^r01♦'^I en L ^
	 ^. redefine~c.^^w the^wct 4d31 ^"i e ^^ f cj,'nent in tent
of dynamr is pressure and to redefine the3 a.e;oust:i.c impedance
as the ratio of the dynamic pressure to the particle velocity.
Th i s is done merely to maintain the s' eery of the equatiins
in the Zeal end model sY s ,,era.
The ;analogies for all cases where a pure l.-In.early
polarized elect:casr agne ti.c wave is reflected from r^ perfectly
conducting plane s *.a'.r face are shown in Figure' A - 3,
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ACOiJSTIC 1!4PEDAN(Ce?' a RATIOS FOR SB -,Sc^^j MATERIALS
Material .a'n:ar Recio
Water/S teed. 	 31/1
Water/Glass	 1-1/1
Water/Magnesium	 6.5/1
Water/E lm Wood	 1/2. 7
Water/Bakelite	 2.5/ 1
Vlater,/Polystyrenei 	 1. 7/.1
aAcoustic impedance is de fi ned as the ratio U/p in
this table.
A.5Aa lications of thi.A_^^,^ al2gias
To demonstrate an :a .,? _ J. cation of the analogies, it is
t	 desirable to consider a -.-ample situation where the exact
solution is known in l o ,',,-,h th'a real anc. the T:iodel systems
AQTI"nT1 IRY
—^^ CONDI`d'I "; i S ON P	 'ECT PLMIE SURFACES
E I s c i; rC mr a-. q n  ICic Acoustic
wawa WII.nc	 c-a—•s
(TEM wave) Perfect Conductor Rigid Surface
Normal E,^ = 0	 ^ ^.e., r.... ..n... .^,	 rvn = G
Incidence Ht = 2Hi ^ = ., r ... ,	 Po = 2pi
Elastic SiLrf ace
^`•~ Po = 0
Un = 2 iii
Ela3tic Surface
(TE wave) Et 0 Y0	 0
O al . 4ue Ht 2Hit_ ...e.	 .._. ..	 U	 2 T3
Incidence Rigid Surface e.e
( 1 % wave) Et ^ p	 .....	 ..._ ^	 Un ^ p
Oblique Ht 2Hi 'o m 2Pi-
Inci.denez
Figure A- 3
a.
x
d
T
If aii investigation of the problem indicates that correct
experimental results will be obtained in the aimpl.e ' case
then an extension to a more complicated problem is reason-
able. Since- only the correctness of the analogy is beinginvestigated, no scaling is considered in this exzmple.Also, the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity at
unit distance in Eq"ation A -12 is set numerically equal
to the magnitude of the particle velocity at unit distance
in Equation A-14. The applications considered in sectionA.5.lare theoretical only and were not investi.gwt.ed
experimentally.
A-5.1 The Analogy with the Elementaa Acoustic source -
.,:onside as sp er ca coo na a system locate2l 15 ' xree space
with an elementary current dipole located at the origin as
shovm in Figure A- 4
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Figure A­ 4
The problem is to determine the field at any paint "a'
which is located far enough from the origin so that
r >> At. Assume that the acoustic model is set up as
shown in Figure A­ 5.
Now the fields about the current element in the real
system are specified by Equations A-10, A,11, and A,12;
and in the model. .^ystew they are given by Equations A-13.
and A--14. if the analogy is considered to be between H^
and Ur as measurement of the particle velocity in the radialdirection in the model system will allow the magnitude of
the magnetic field component in the 0 direction in the
real system to lie determined using pair 1 frcm Table A-2.
The particle velocity can be easily measured using -
a properly calibrated narrow beam pressure transducer to
probe the field at the poinlc a". Both the magnitude and
the direction of the particle velocity can ,be determinedby this method. After H^ has been determined from the
measurement in the model system. Maxwell's equations canbe lased to deteimi.ne the remaining field components.
Y
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Coordinate System for Acoustic Wave
21 g U.*Ce A --5
Suppose now that in t te. real system a perfectly
conducting infinite plane is :located at a distance R from
the origin as shown in Figure A-4. Let the line R be normal
to the plane and pass through the origin of the coordinate
system. assume that the refla-cted fields are required at
the location of the origin.
Using image theory and Equation A-12 1 the reflected
magnetic field intensity at the origin is given by
I A	 - k2R 4 r +kr° •
	 sin 9	 (A-44)
'.
where 6 is equal w/2 €fxora the g^ora^^.^^?
I' is the plane wave reflex tiort coefficient, and
r is & refl.ecti.-xn	 = ' f'.. Ylt c eterm^inad for the l/r'
•term.1
For the special case of a perfectly conducting Laterfaceboth r and r reduce to iax ity.
-For a dipole oriented horizontally above a pllane surface
the reflected magnetic field for the radiation term is
equivalent to that radiated from an ",.inage dipole modifiedby the plane wave reflection coefficient. The term which
varies ast 'E^ir is nodifie'd b a factor
	
71-1 n2	 6n + 9
where
^ eo
The plane wave reflection coefficient is given by
ri 1
r^n^
Mo*rao R. K. r Normal incidence Reflection of DJ. Role Radiation
	
from a Plane n :e	 c	 a Corp. TecMemo, 199-!Job-1 4.
ep ...4
2^2
Now in the model system the particle velocity is
equivalent to the field intensity in the real ,system.Equivalent boundary conditions for particle velocity re--
quire a perfectly elastic infinite plane boundary located
at a distance R from the origin as shown in Figure A-5.Again using image theory and Equation A-17 the reflected
component of particle velocity at the origin is given by
Ur M i AUo e` jk2R (1-
 
+ 
^^7	
(A-»45)
It is required that the level and phase of the electro-
magnetic field be determined by physical. measurements of
the acoustic field. A pressure transducer with a very
narrow antenna pattern can be used to measure the particle
velocity and direction at the origin of the acoustic system.
The results o; the measurement will obviously give the
magnitude of Equation A-45 and the direction will lie along
the lime R. The phase can be determined by comparing the
received acoustic signal with the reference oscillator which
controls the transmitter. In this model a component of
particle velocity in the r direction. corresponds to the
component of magnetic field intensity in the # direction.
The magnitude of the particle velocity will be equal to
the magnitude of the field intensitlrrin consistent units
since the trigonometric factor (sin #) is unity.
An alternative method of measurement is to use a trans-ducer calibrated to measure pressure. The resulting measure-
ment will be the magnitude of
AUm
»l ^j	 e -jk2R 1	 (A-46)^
which is Equation. A -16 with the appropriate range inserted.
It can be shown that the particle velocity for the case of
sinusoidal variations is given by
Ur	 poe 17(A-47)
where Fl is given by Equation P-16. Evaluating EquationA -47
results in Equation A-45 when the range, 2R. is substituted
for r.
A-5. 2 -Boundary Considerations - In the previous models the
analogy s exa since
	
aa scribing equations are identical
in the two systems, except for factors which are taken into
account in the transformation, and the boundary conditions
are simple and equivalent. The complete electromagnetic
ly
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field can be determined from measurements made in the
acoustic system because of the simplifications. This
desirable situation will not continue when more interest-
ing and useful problems are investigated.
Let a short dipole antenna carrying a sinusoidally
varying current be located at the origin of a coordinate
system as shown in Figure A -6. Now assume a perfectly
conducting surface is placed at a distance, h, from the
origin, where h a> A. Assume also that irregularities
on the surface cause it to deviate from a plane surface
by an amount comparable to a few w&seleng rtha. A typical
problem of the back-scatter of electromagnetic waves from
a rough surface is encountered when one attempts to cal-
culate the scattered fields at point above the rough
surface.
H--Field Incident on Plane
rigure A-&
In Figure A-6 the directions and relative magnitudes
of the incident h vectors are shown as they reach the x,y
plane where the rough boundary is located. The magnitude
of the incident H erector varies inversely with the range
to the point on the target. ; In addition the field is re-
duced by the size of the angie measured from the axis of
the current element to the paint on the target. This sit-
uation is to be corm?aced to the incident particle velocity
on the boundary in -he case of an acoustic wave.
,
.17
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Figure A--7 shows an elementary spherical source
loc .te4 on tare z axis at a distance h from the origin.
Th^ relative magnitude and direction of the incident
pr rticle velocities are shown in the X, y plane where
Uie rough boundary is located. The magnitude of the
(reloci.ties vary inversely with range and not with the
angle of incidence. At each point on thhe target the
particle velocity is normal to the direction of the
corresponding H field vector in the electromagnetic
field.	 A
Particle Vi&locity Incident on Plane
I
	 Fi.gvre A w d
it is aDvarent that the intensity of the incident
; signal is no b faithfully reproduced in the acoustic model
in this example. The scattering elements of the y axis
have an incident field that should be reduced by a factor
7	 j
cos (tan-1 I
in each case. This it equivalent to saying that the antenna
pattern of the elementary spherical acoustic source is dif-
f-erent from the as-itenna pattern for the elementary current
dipole. This situation can be remedied at least in part by
choosing an acoustic source with a. more appropriate antenna
pattern.1
There is, have-,,rer, sno•ther discrepancy that cannot be
removed by such a sample procedure. Consider a parti,culair.
scattering element to consist of a, small inclined plane
surface. When this scattering model is usede the assumption
lRueter, T. F., and Bolt, R. H., Bow,  John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 1955, p. 63.
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is made that the surface consists of relatively' plane areas
that are several„ wavelengths in 3iZe; so that ray theory
and the plane wave re e lection coefficient can he used to
approximate the direction, magnitude, and phase of the
reflected wave. The incident magnetic field intensity can
be separated into two components, one of which is in the
plane of incidence on this particular scattering facet and
one of which is normal to the plane of incidence. It is
well known that the reflection coefficients for the two
polarizations are different except for the case of normal
incidence and at the grazing angle.
For the cases of fresh water and dry earth -the approxi-
mate reflection coefficients for power for the two types of
polarization- are shown in Figure A-8. Typical reflection
coefficients 2 for sonic waves from several different boundary
materials are given in Figure A-9.
0
Angle of Incidence
Reflection Coefficients for TM and TE Waves
Figure A•8
l'Stratton, J. A. r &JL cct^maQnet c Theo, McGraw-Hill Book,Company .  New York, 1941r p: SID*w"
2These reflection coefficients are based upon an assumed
lossless material.
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Angle of Incidence
Reflection Coefficient for Acoustic Waves
Figure A -9
The difference in reflection coefficients for the two
polarizations is not too significant for many materials,
until the angle of incidence exceeds 30 degrees. From the
standpoint of plane-wave reflections from an infinite plane
surface the error introduced by ignoring polarization is
not appreciable for the case of near-vertical incidence.
It is important however, to note that a scattering model
based on the reflection coefficient of small plane facets
is definitely limited in application. Use of this model
requires that the slope of the surface change only slightly
4 n ra a4 o f-anna of neveral wavelexiaths a it may be desirable_
t•.o use a different model to generate the scattered signalin which case the information on reflection coefficients
will not be used.
A.6 A Scattering Mod6l
In this section the acoustic•-electromAgnetic gave
analogy is investigated for the case of rough targets where
only the radiation field is considered. Radar signals are
generally random in nature for this type of target! therefore,
signal statistics such as the mean value and range of fading
are of particular interest.
In the usual application the antenna pattern restricts
radiation to a much smaller region than for the case of an
elementary dipole and in many cases it is reasonable to assume
that the pattern is circularly symmetric about a center line.
The electric and magnetic field vectors are both at right
a
i
c
7y
went
2 3'7
angles to the range vector between the antenna and the
particular scattering ele.meut under consideration, and
have a magnitude determined by the range and antenna
gain in that direction. in the acoustic model of the
situation, the particle velocity vector is in the direc-
tion of the ranee vector to the scattering element under
consideration and has a magnitude determined by range
and antenna gain in that direction. Therefore, the
incidant acoustic particle velocity on a scattering
element always bears a definite relationship to the
incident electromagnetic field vectors on the correspond-
ing scattering element in the real system.
Consider a scattering model for the rough surface
where the individual scattering elements are located in
a radiu's manner about a mean elevation as shown in Pigure
A-10-
Mean Elevation
Scattering Model
Figure A-10
In this rough surface model the range to each scattering
element differs from the corresponding range to the mean
elevation by some small amount, Q ri . Bach scatterer is
assumed to be the same as though the scatterer were part
of an infinite plane at that particular elevation. The
electromagnetic wave is assumed to be polarized so thata	 the H vector always lies parallel to the y,z plane as
shown in Figure A-11. The tangential component of the H
vector which is effective in exciting Huygen.! s current
4'
Ur ,.
 ^
0
Incid.en'Y Acoustic and EM Fields
Figure A ►1l
X
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sources in the boundary) varies with
coo el 	
`-1- -0 8 UNITT 	 (A-48)
where el is measured between the incident H vector and the
x, y plane.	 xIz
s
The radiation from the small element for the electro-
magnetic wave can be considered as caused by the incremental
conduction or displacement current excited in the element
by the incident field. These current elements establishfields of the type described earlier in Equations A -10,A =4.., and A ­12s The radiation from the Huygen's current
source varies with the sine of the angle, e2, measured
between ita axis and the direction of the radiation. For
signals received at the antenna this variation is given by
sin e2 4"l- s in2 8 0082+	 (A-49).
Now the magnetic field intensity received at the antenna
from a single source on the plane can be expressed as
a-j2kxH W56 ..-•^c^ r•.os el sin 92	 (A-50)
where OW is the magnetic field intensity (radiation field)
of the source at unit distance and aj is a factor which
accounts for absorption.
The geometry of Figure A-11 indicates that the normal
component of particle velocity (which is effective in
exciting Huygen's sources in the boundary) varies with
cos 8 over the surface. The radiation from the Huygen's
velocity source is isotropic (above the boundary).and
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therefore does not vary with angle. Now, in a similar
mannor, the particle velocity at the antenna can be
expressed as
e- j 2kr	 (A-- 51)Q sit	 r
	 cos 
$
where %4' is the particle velocity (radiation field) of
the source at unit distance..
Equation A-50 can be written as
e-j2kr	 (1 - singe cos24H	 r cA cos a cos26 + 9in`2 e stn_	 (A-52)
where the function outside the brackets corresponds toEquation A-51 for acoustic particle velocity and the
quantity inside the brackets is unity for all values of
6 and ;. The electromagnetic field intensity at the
antenna due to a Huygen's current source is, therefore, the
same as the particle velocity at the antenna due to a Huygen's
velocity source for the scattering model, considered. Thisparticular roughs sur' ce m e muse cons ereW" to be a
"scalar model" since polarization effects are not evident.
A.7 Summary of Model Vali. i,t^ v
It was shown that the pressure and velocity fields,
about several acoustic sources, are analogous to the electric
and magneti lc LA^,_A intensities about a short current element,
when certain geometric factors are considered. In some cases
the analogy applies to terms of order 1/r and 1/r 2 ; in other
cases it applies , only to terms of order 1/r.
The application of the acoustic-electromagnetic wave
analogy, using the acoustic simulator, generally requires
a directive antenna pattern and only the radiation fields
are considered. In addition, it is necessary that the
acoustic fields, scattered from appropriate model targets,
have most of the characteristics of electromagnetic waves
scattered from terrain or from some other object. The
acoustic and electromagnetic, fields are compared using a
simple scattering model which assumes a distribution of
Huygen ' s sources about a plane that is passed through the
irregular surface. The acoustic and electromagnetic wavesgive the same results for this model., which shows that the
model is scalar in nature and does not account for polari-
zation effects. No restrictions are placed on the antenna
4
tv
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pattern or on the antenna orientation, except that the
acoustic system must use an antenna pattern and orientation
that are similar 4o those in the electromagnetic system.
The acoustic simulator, therefore, gives correct results
to the extent that polarization effects can be neglected
or can be considered by other means.
APPENDIX B
RADAR SYSTEM SCALE FACTORS
1
One application gf the analogies between electro-
magnetic and acoustic waves allows a study of the scattering
characteristics of a particular type of target using a model
system;. This is the first problem investigated with the
acoustic simulator in this study. A further application
involves a model of the complete radar system where circuitry
such as duplexers and ranee gates are involved and the
system performance ix reproduced in detail. This type of
simulation makes it possible to evaluate certain circuit
design changes rapidly since full scale tests are not re-
quired.
A m ajor characteristic of radar return from terrain
is the Lading due to interference of many signals of nearly
the same frequency and ampl y tude. 1 At all but the lowest
carrier frequencies the terrain acts principally as a
scatterer of energy and the returned signal is therefore
composed of a multitude of small signal components from
the various scattering elements. The resulting fading in
the received signal can be readily modeled by acoustic
waves since the interference effects are common to all
types of linear wave motion.
B.1 Pulsed Radar
The quantities which must be scaled when modeling a
pulsed radar system are listed in Table B-1. 2 These quan-
tities are based on the fundamental time and distance scales
which are related by the basic equations of mechanics. Such
factors as the radar. Grass-section per unit area for the
1There has been some discussion of the ituportance of the
interferer; We phenomenon in explaining the angle dependence
of the backscattering radar cross section of a target,
especially over sea surfaces. Katz 1. mid Spetner, L. M. o
"Polarization and De pression Angle Dependence of Radar
Terrain Return," Jour. of Res. of N. B. S., Vol. 64D, No. 5e
Sept. - Oct. 1960a pp` ;	 ._	 W a e t e angular dependence
of the scattering pattern may not be classed as an inter-
ferencephenomenon, the fading which occurs• . certai.nly is due
to interference and the fading characteristics comprise an
important part of the model study.
2Moore, R. E., Radar Design Using Acoustical Simulation as a
Tool, Univ. of New Mexico, Engr. Exp. Sta. Rpt. BE-22f
Xpr .a., 1959. The scab: factors for pulse and frequency
modulated radar Caere first presented in this report.
TABLE B -
SCALED PARMETERS FOR PULSE RADAR
Scale 77actor (Ratios)
V
R
R
A
d
n
fr
i
fo
T'arameters
Velocity ^ " propagation
Runge
Time
Carrie r Frequency
Wavelength
Pulse Duration
Nwnber of Cycles per Pulse
Repetition Rate
Antenna Ve loc. t y
Dopple r Frequency
t
x°
t
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target and antenna pattern ale not scaled since theirdirectional characteristics must be the same in the real
and model systems. The scale, factors represent the ratio
of the indicated quantity in the real s•ystem in air to the
same quantity in the model system in ^watGr.
The scale factor, V, is given by
V = Va il 2 x 10 5	(B-1)V9
and is fixed by the ratio of the velocity of propagation
of electromagnetic naves in air to that of acoustic waves
in water. For most purposes it is sufficiently accurate
to use a value of 2 x la y for this ratio of velocities.
The range scale factor
R = Ra
	
(B-2)
and the time scale factor
J
 = Ta
a (B-3)
are related to the velocity ;kale by the basic equation
R = VJ	 (B-4)
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17 If the range scale Ss to be adjustable, then thcv model system
cannot operate in - vial, time. There is a definit,, advantage
to scaling both time and range since a realistic; range scale
generally results in a time scale such that pulse widths are
wider and repeti tion rates are lower in the model then in the
real. system. This 3erves to simpli3:y the model oi,rcuitry
problem.
The range scale, ;T, is selected first; based on thephysical size limitation of the acoustic tank. This in turn
determines the time scale,a, according to Equation B -4. The
wavelength of the carrier frequency is scaled using the range
scale, if linear modeling is employed. The carrier frequency
scale factor, given by
fc = fa	 (B-5)
is related to the basic time scale by
f c a	 (B-61
for linear modeling. In some cases, especially when the
range is so large, this form of niodeling becomes impractical
since P.n unreasonably high carrier frequency is required in
the model. The alternative in this situation is to employ
non-linear modeling which scales the wavelength separatelyfrom the raxige. This is equivalent to making fc; a separateindependent scale factor by d fin i J.on, thus -Equation B-6
will be considered as determining the frequency :kale factorfe only for the special case of linear modeling. In general
the factor fc will be indepo dently chosen to best satisfy
the modeling problem.
The wavelength acal.e is given by
A _ X 	 (B-7)
xW
which car, be written as
^,a f 	 V
=a te	 (B^81
The pulse duration must be scaled so the pulse lengthin space is the sa.Re percentage of the total range in both
the real and the model systexa. This criterion which is a
3geometric similitude requirement is satisfied when the pulse
width is scaled the same as time ,so the scale factor is
written as
d = V W j
	
(B-9)
14
The number of cycles of carrier frequency per pulse is
of importance since in some cases the model may be Door be-
cause of too few carrier cycles per pulse to properly define
the pulse shape. The scale factor for the number of cyclesper pulse is
^t a
	
V
	 (B-10)
which can be written as
d f
	 fc	 (B-11)c
The repetition rate must be scaled so the distance in
space between consecutive pulses is the same percentage of
the total range in both the real and model systems. This
insures that the signal standing wave in space is sampled
at the proper interval. The condition is satisfied when
the repetition frequency is scaled as
fit	 f	 (B-12)
The scale factor for antenna velocity must be such that
the antenna moves the same distance measured in wavelengthsin both the real and model system in one unit of time. This
requirement establishes the proper fading rate in the model.
The antenna velocity scale factor can therefore be written
as
	a 	 a s/ta.	 (B-13)K
which becomes
243
K -
Vfc	 (B-14)
The scale factor for the *C cppler frequency is given by
f=	 D	 (B-15)
Y
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and since the Doppler frequency is proportional to the
product of the carrier frequency and the antenna velocitydivided by the velocity of propagation, Equation B-45 can
be written as
fit'a a
fp	 f	 1	 (B- 16)
fcw ^
The complete set of scaling relations for a Pulse radar
system is compiled in Table B-2.
TABLE B -2
SCALING RELATIONS FOR A PULSE RADAR SYSTEM
Parameter Scale Factor Relation to Independent
Scale Factors
Velocity of Propagation V V
Range R Vj
` Time 0 R/V
Carrier Frequency fc fc
Wavelength V/fc
Pulse `Duration d 7
Number of Cycles per
^.	 Pulse n Of 
Repetition rate :ER 1/0
Antenna Velocity 4q, Vt7 fc
Doppler Frequency fD Ili
As an example of the application of
consider a ,pulse radar system with the p,
Table 13-3. A model csrxi; la frequency of
range of 1 meter are now selected to use
The c°^her scaled parameters in the model
cation, of the scaling relatione shasia in
these scaling factors,
ara meters given in
1 mc/sec and a model
in the acoustic system.
result from an applie-Table B-2.
In this example, the model carrier frequency is
selected in a range convenient for the acoustic simulator.
from Equation B -12 and Table B-2 it c^ua be seen that an
increase in the model carrier frequency will reduce the
carrier frequency scale factor fc, which will in turnincrease the number of c ycles per pulse and will reduce
the antenna velocity in the mode.. parameters such as
the pulse duration, repetition rate and Doppler frequency
will remain unaffected by this change. An increase in the
range in the model will reduce the range scale factor, R,
which will in turn reduce the time scale factor
	 This
change will increase the pulse width, increase the number
of cycles per pulse, reduce the repetition rate, reduce
the antenna velocity and reduce the Doppler frequency.These changes are generally all desirable so it is advantageous
to use the maximum permissible range in the model for many
of the typical modeling problems.
TABLE B-3
E 4PLE OF PULSE RADAR SCALING
Parameter Radar(Parwaetexs Given) Model
Carrier Frequency 10 4 Inc/s 1.0 me/s
W&Vele•~rgth 3	 cv» 0.15 cm
Range 2000	 ra 1 m
Pulse width 0.1
	 Vs 10 us
Cycles per Pulse 103 10
Repetition rate 3000	 pps 30 PPS
,antenna velocity 300	 m/a 15 am/s
Doppler frequency 20	 kc/s 20 cps
If linear modeling is used in the previous example, the
following situation exists. The range must still be selected
to suit the size of the acoustic tank: Therefore the range
will remain I meter in water. This results in a range scale
of
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R Ra 2000 (B-17)
4,R
i
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247The time scale is determined from
	
R M 
0.01
	 ( B -18)
and the frequency scale factor is	 y
fc
	
J.00 	 (B-19 )
In this case linear modeling will require a model frequency
of
	
fw	
f a	 ^,p	 ^-039=
'_
_ 10 8 cps
	 (B -- 2 0 )
which is unreasonably high for several reasons. In order to
improve the situation and retain linear modeling it is re-quired that fc be larger, perhaps as large as 10 4 . This
results in a model carrier frequency of 1 mc/s which is very
reasonable. The time scale now becomes 10- 4
 which gives a
range scale of
R =a IV o- 20	 (B-21)
This iwoul.d require a scaled mange in the tank of 100 meters.
The need for non-linear modeling for certain problems should
now be evident..
B.2  FYI Rad--x,e System
In frequency modulated radar systems the carrier frequency
is swept in some manner over a portion of the frequency spectrum.The echo signals received from the -target will occur at a
frequency that is different from the instantaneous carrierfrequency by an amount proportional to the time delay involvedin making the round trap to the target (linear FM) . The result-
ing difference frequency becomes the signal and is a measure of
the mange to the target. When the target is terrain, as is the
case for a. typical altimeter application, the signal consists
of a multitude of separate signals received from the many
scatterers in the illwainated region. Since the slant ranges
to the different scatterers will vary, the return signal, will
consist of a specttum of di. ffereac:e frequencies Also if the
altimeter is in motion there is a Doppler frequency shift added
to each of the components of the return signal. Salient features
of the signal car he sealed and modeled in order to study effects
on the system operation
c
a
5
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A simple piece-wise linear frequency modulation,, such
as that shown in Figure B-1, is considered, aItJioqgh other
types are frequently used.
Parameters which must be scaled in model.4.ng a frequency
modulated radar are given in Table B-4..
Pigure B-1
w^
TASIX B -- 4
SCALED PARAIMERS FOR PH MAR
Parameter Scale Factor
Valocity of Propagation V
Range R
Tinge
Carrier Prequency fc
Wavelength x
Total Carrier Frequency Deviation d
Repetition Rate ER
Difference Frequency
Number of Cycles of Difference
Frequency per sveep
Antenna Velocity
Doppler Frequency fD
(B-22)
da Id j (B-26)
1
_J
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Here, as in the case of pulse radar, the scale factor
V is fixod by the ratio of velocilUes of propagation of
electromagnetic waves in air said acoustic waves in water.Also, the range scale is selected to acdamodate the experi-
ment in the available acmoustic tank. The time scaleis therefore determined by the basic relation
In certain cases it may be 1 easible to use linear modeling,
in which case the carrier frequency in the model. is deter-
mined by the time :scale j so that
fc 	 (,B-23)
The general problem, however, will require nonlinear modeling
as in the pulse radar case so fc will be determined by the
ratio
£c 3M -0	 (B- 24)
where fow is a convenient carrier frequency to use in the
model. The wavelength scale its Also given by the same ex-pression as in the pulse radar vase and is
a
^c	 (B-25)
The total carrier frequency deviation, d, has dimensions
of 03 -1 and is therefore scaled as
The repetition rate should scale such that one cycle of
the modulating frequency occupies a distance in space thatis the same percentage of the range as in the real. system.This requires tha4a
&R = ^ 1a.
which is in agx:eGment with, the dimensions of the corresponding
physical. equation.
(B-27)
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For the case of
difference frequency
fsto-.
as illustrated by th,
The scale factor for
be written as
.aGa -wise linear modulation the
can be written as
tdfR 	(B-28)
a similar triangles in vigure Bw2,
the difference frequency can therefore
10
.,	 lfs, dfr
rR•
•	 `V 7Y
(B-29)
^• Tr smitter freq.
•^'	 ignal freq.
Delay
	 Tr
VM Difference Frequency
Figure 5-2
It is important in simulating a frequency modulated
radar to maintain the nmmber o:?. cycles of the difference
frequency per cycle of the modulation frequency, N, the
same in the real and. model systems. This requirement is
satisfied when
N ra
	
	
{B-30)
L
in both the read, and model systems since this relationship
results in a scale factor
Na f a/f a
= I	 (B-31)
r
0
F-	 t
The antenna velocity lust be 	 such that the antenna
moves through a distance meass,.;^ed in wavelengths that is
equivalent in one unit of time Ir. both the real and nodcl
systemB. The antena*Aa valooi t.y ".iaa.1a factor can be %citten
as
a t&a (B-32)
which reduces to
61"'a(B-33)
The Doppler frequency shiZ t vai l2 change the differencefrequency and will thus affect •,rhe, range indicat.-It o x of the
radar. It is important that than ratio of difference fore..queney to Doppler. frequency 1 s;0 the same in the real and
model systems in order to obtain correct results. The
Doppler frequiency is proport .o-h :l to the product of the
antenna velocity and the carxi.er frequencii divided by thephase velocity and can be ex resM,ed as
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(B-34)
The corresponding scd.le facf-or jwi therefore be written .as
fp	 (B-35)
^.;hfch is in terms of the antc ^ t ve^.ocity s^a^.e factor.Now substituting the scale factor. for a:nte4ma velocity into
this relation the result is
fl)	 (B-36)
This result satisfies thte re uirement that the ratio ofdifference frequenc-7 to Dopp er frequency remain constantin the real and model systems since fS /fD = 1. These results
are now tabulated in Table B -5.
B • 3 
.:.:..Dop2ler p^	 lue	 Radar
A Doppler frequency radar can be used to detect relative
motion along a Unr^ joining the radar and the target. There
are a number of variations of this type of radar; howerver,
,.	
-.	 ,...,-	 "` Wa+ 	 q,	
, Y •t^sM	 r Cis	 x sn
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only on6 particular kind is considered here. The transmittdr
operates continuously an .ransmits a signal. tc , Tard the
target. An echo signal is at tlae transmitter frequency if
tlhe re is no relative velocity alone the line ;j Uinz ng the
a mamitter and receiver. Tffhen relative velocity exists,
the echo is shifted in frequency by some amount: due to the
Doppler effect. When the echo is mixed with the transmitterfrequency the beat different-e frequency is directly pro-
portional to the relative vel ocit:y between the radar. and
the target along the line which joins them.
TABLE B -5
SCALING RELATIONS POP, Ali 'FM RADAR SYSTEM
Relation to
Parameter Scale Factor Independent
Scale Factors
Vsloo-ity of Propagation V V
Ranee R V
T ime R/V
Carrier Frequency €c fc
Wavelength V/f c
Total Carrier. Frequency
Deviation 3 1/e
Repetition Rata fR 1f.T
nifference rrequancy fs 1
Number or Cycles of
Dif ference Frequency
Per ' Sweep n l
AmEenna Velocity
 V/Jf c
Doppler - Frequency* fD i/,J'`
When the target is some irregular ob Ject such as an air-
craft, the signal will fade due to echoes received fromdifferen -scattering elements which are at slightly different
	
1	 ranges or where velocity components are slightly different.The spectrum of the returned signal gives rise to some
ambiguity in the measwc-rad -ve lacityd Model studies can showthe* statistics of the fuo'.:^xa.ti.nzx of indiGm^.ed velocity andprovide a realistic met: iod not Evaluating indicators and
read-out devices under 'control led
 con4itions.
,t
	
`^	 a
	
f2	
-
r	 -
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The parameters to be scaled in .modeling this radar
are, the sane aB for pulsed radar with .a few omissions.it is asauned	 1S case that the radar is, fi^',ed and
the target is in motion.
SCALED PAnMETEIRS
 
FOR A DOPPLER BAR
Parameter
	
Scale Factor (Ratios)
Voloci.ty of Propagation	 V
Range	 R
Time
Cst rri,er Frequency	 fu
Wavelength	 A
Target Velocity
Doppler Frequency	 fD
The velocity s oele fact }r is again fixed by t4hse properties
of the media in which the two wave phenomena. propagate. Also,
the granges a,le i z see eon.-s^ 'Co suit the physica1 dimensions of
the model facility. The basic relations -01 i.ch .,•are rc pealedfor convenience are
V w 2 x 105	(E-37)
and
P,	 (8-38)
d-us in prior cases the carr.-Ler frequency can, be scaled as IX7if linear modeling is to be employed, or it can be scaledindependently if she linear model, results in an unrealist yc	 -
value, for the model Carrier fregLency. In Dither case the
wavelength 'scale factor i.
A	 V	 (B-39)
which reduces to I P for l 4, ne ar modeling.
a
ILI..
(B-41.)
PL`	 I
10
22 4
The target velocity rt:ust scale in such a manner that
the target moves through the distance equivalent. to one
wavelength in a ,-.ore-spondin^j am lvz t of t1l- lie in both the
.v,al andl the model systevo.. lulba scale  factor fox velocity
s
^C" x ^a	 ra 
v	 (B-40)
Mme.	
b3
whidh is the s -tee as for --IiLo. g ave .off  pulse -ad :. The
]ion ler frequency also ^^r:4 :^.^w^ the same as in the Previous
model so the scale ftctca* i
The ccmplate Ret of s ca5J,ng relations for dais tipple--
radar model are compiled	 Table B -7.
B 4 Forww d Scatter fi^r^vrzr
Cc zunication lir-sk using forward v^ l"tering front in-
homage:neitios in the atv-iosnhera are cua.- a ntly in us.ed
Scaat exing takes place fr(-.,ii the random distributiott of
"b""XI)s" E41 ere 1--he index  o^i re fraction is 3lightly different
from that in the surrounel n.g medium. 91ie scatt*ring tends
•^ o be more d recti-,m) in t e f^orward d1irec-116-.ion as the Glob
I
TABLE B -7
SCALING R'E TAMMIS FOR h DOPPLER aAD ski •SYMM
`	 Parmieter	 Scale Factor	 Scale Factor in Terns' .
of Independent Scale:
Factors
Veloclty of Propagation	 v	 v
Re	 R	 v
Time	 47	 R/V
Carrier 3re,- fcl	 t •.
yep' Fc
Ta g 	 74,7f c
• .•^WIArr.....cr.^aa.w^....^onw.4^..+.^s+.wvr •.ws'rau.+r..^.x^^u.mwrsw t;,,..:.+a-^.kp4 Kwr^•atirfl ^,.AlI^.R.w^^cwi.
I
&693s,..Hils m	 4E ee	 s
A
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size increases with respect to tho wavrsIen,gt:h. A great
deal of theoret^cal and experimenta l work has been directed
in this area l r r3 The major intere6t in this area concerns
the propagation of electromagnetic  wa"is in Fan inhomogeneous
distribution off: heabt, sot=caa on the f x)ttoin of the tank. The
rising col is of heated waste%: will 1,?rovide wi iraiomogeneous
medium with many of the charactenist.ics found in the atmos-
phere. Stratified lavers c ui eas3,Iy be obtained by usin
thin mylar 44,3.Jm in Qxie tangy to aepn rate the differentc;^mp-
arature or turbulenti cond^^t."Lon . Vhe thin I.^ilm A s assent tally
transparent to the sonic ww^^mw. b
z;J
E	 !;
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